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The surface of the Earth is divided into over 200 internationally recognized states, but only a 

fraction of these are what could be called nation-states—that is, states whose people generally 

agree that they are members of the same national group first and foremost, and therefore consider 

themselves related to one another on an ideological level. What binds people from different 

backgrounds into a cohesive nation that is capable of effective collective action? In this 

dissertation, I develop two computational models—the Territorial Resources Model and the 

Ideological Alliances Model—and use them to test conflict-based theories of nation-state 

formation. I find these models generate complex patterns of national consolidation similar to the 

historical record in both the ancient and early Modern eras, suggesting that intergroup conflict is 

a good candidate explanation for variance in modern state formation outcomes. 
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1. Introduction  
 

As of 2013, the surface of the Earth is divided into over 200 internationally recognized states, 

practically all of which enjoy representation at the United Nations, have embassies in 

Washington D.C., and possess many other symbolic trappings of statehood. However, despite a 

large degree of institutional isomorphism on the international level, the facts on the ground 

inside each of these states vary wildly. Only a fraction are what could be called nation-states—

that is, states whose people generally agree that they are members of the same national group 

first and foremost, and therefore consider themselves related to one another on an ideological 

level. It is probably not coincidental that most of these countries are in the developed world, 

which raises additional questions about the relationship of national identity to economic and 

political development.  

 

The development of a fundamental political identity shared between the individuals dwelling 

within a set of borders is critically important to the process of state formation.  

The job has gotten far more difficult in modern times, where the identities of individual people 

can span a very large number of characteristics, such as ethnicity, culture, geographic origin, 

religion, language, gender, sexuality, class, tribe, occupation and education, to name but a few 

possibilities. Thus a central challenge of modern state formation is to reduce the political 

salience of all of these attributes in favor of nationality.  

 

When this job is done well, the state's borders align with national identity in the form of the 

modern nation-state, and most citizens willingly subordinate their many preexisting and 

competing loyalties to the greater national good. This in turn facilitates many vital forms of 
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cooperation, such as compliance with national law, timely payment of taxes, and voluntary 

service in a national military. In the best cases, those citizens are then able to justify the 

compromise by peacefully expressing the other facets of their identity while protected under the 

rule of law. Tensions over those sub-identities never completely disappear, of course—and they 

may grow quite heated on occasion—but they are generally confined to the realm of democratic 

identity politics, where the combatants whip votes and exert media pressure instead of shedding 

blood. 

 

By contrast, states where people do not share a national identity tend to have difficulties with 

collective action. In some developing countries, an incomplete nationalism is combined with 

incomplete formation of critical state institutions like central governance and the rule of law. 

These unlucky states can go on to suffer from many serious developmental pathologies, 

including pogroms, riots, terrorism, warlordism, civil war, and other forms of political violence; 

poor economic growth, high levels of inequality, and lack of competitiveness; poor or 

unbalanced provision of public goods; and undemocratic, corrupt, or dysfunctional governmental 

institutions. In the worst cases, these states may devolve into congeries of warring factions 

trapped in the same juridical body politic, or harden into totalitarian dictatorships that violently 

suppress or eliminate all other forms of identity. 

 

The time is right to reinvestigate the question of nationalism and its relationship to state 

formation. While humanity has made considerable progress towards global economic 

development, billions of people still live in states that are barely worthy of the name, and this 

chronic lack of state capacity has dire consequences for poverty. Furthermore, problems of 
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nationality are reappearing in the developed world, reminding us that powerful nationalisms can 

appear—or reappear—in states that had reached a long period of equilibrium.  

 

For instance, a growing number of young Muslims from Western Europe, the United States, 

Australia, and other wealthy countries are discarding their secular national identities for 

membership in a global community of Islamic radicals. Over the past several years, several 

thousand of these young people—many of whom are recent converts to Islam—immigrated to 

war-torn areas of Iraq and Syria to fight for the Jihadist state-building project known as the 

Islamic State1. While it is unlikely that the Islamic State will establish a lasting modern-day 

Caliphate in the face of concerted international opposition, its early military and recruiting 

successes demonstrate the power of shared identity, even in a modern context. And on the 

international level, important areas of cooperation that are currently under-resourced—such as a 

global climate treaty, or long-term investment in space exploration—could be greatly facilitated 

by the development of a shared transnational identity. 

 

National identity is a difficult quantity to understand. In particular, we do not yet have a 

generally accepted explanation of where it comes from. The available candidate theories tend to 

fall into three camps, mirroring the familiar argument between "nature" and "nurture" in the field 

of child psychology, only at a higher level of analysis. One broad theoretical orientation, now 

known as the interdisciplinary field of genopolitics, holds that an individual's political 

preferences spring from his or her fundamental personal characteristics, such as ethnicity, 

genetics, and family, and is therefore largely primordial in nature (see, for instance, Fowler and 

Dawes 2013). The second group regards all forms of identity, including national or ethnic 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 http://www.haaretz.com/news/middle-east/.premium-1.613705. Accessed 1/27/2015. 
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identity, as primarily socially constructed, and therefore malleable when subjected to social or 

environmental pressures like colonialism, globalization, and distributional politics (Posner 2005). 

The third position takes the middle path between nature and nurture, suggesting that both nature 

and nurture have important roles to play in generating one's political identity, and that is futile to 

analyze either factor in the absence of the other (ven den Berghe 2005).  

 

However, even if we accept that national identity flows from a complex interaction between an 

individual's personal characteristics and the environment, including his or her social context and 

relationships with others, how, exactly, does this interaction work? What causes people 

originating in a smaller-scale group to come to identify as members of a larger, aggregate group, 

or to reverse the process by breaking away to form their own, smaller identity? What binds 

people from different backgrounds into a nation capable of effective collective action? And 

should a nation-state not achieve convergence, how might it be possible for it to achieve a stable 

political configuration nonetheless? 

 

In this dissertation, I theorize that the development of national identity resulted from a two-stage 

historical process that incorporates both the genopolitical and the constructivist perspectives. The 

first stage of the process started after the advent of agriculture and predominated until the 

Industrial Revolution. It was characterized by the dominance of geographical factors, especially 

the distribution of arable and impassable land, and resulted in the consolidation of smaller ethnic 

groups or tribes into much larger kingdoms.  
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The second stage of the process started in earnest during Europe's Early Modern period, and then 

assumed primary importance after the French and Industrial Revolutions. As agriculture yielded 

to industry in the economic hierarchy and mass communications became a reality, the basis of 

the individual's identity shifted from geographic location to socially constructed relationships of 

culture and class. These imagined relationships were more numerous and complex, but also more 

malleable, allowing some governments to manage the transition of the first stage's ethnic 

kingdoms into modern nation-states. 

 

I further theorize a primary role for violent competition in driving nation-state formation in both 

stages of the process. Conflict eliminates weaker groups from the playing field, allowing others 

to expand into their place. It can also play a role as a psychological binding agent that draws 

related groups closer together. Conflict, ethnic preference, and economic scarcity are the high-

level rules of the system in which human beings, and the environments they live in, are the 

independent variables. 

 

I investigate the products of this system by developing two computational models, one for each 

of the theory's stages. The computational modeling approach is ideally suited to analyzing 

complex systems that lack static units of analysis, such as an anarchic political environment. My 

goal is to determine the specific environmental and behavioral conditions under which lasting 

national identities can emerge, so simply assuming that the system will necessarily evolve into 

an orderly, peaceful array of nation-states over time amounts to selection on the dependent 

variable, as well as a poor empirical match to the chaotic reality in places like Sub-Saharan 

Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia. 
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In lieu of privileging any particular political construct or outcome, my models start from the 

most basic possible association of human beings. That fundamental unit is the kinship group, 

which is also observed in the closest primate relatives to homo sapiens, and therefore appears to 

be one of our truly primordial characteristics. When these groups are subjected to a few radically 

simplified rules designed to capture key aspects of the real world, and then let loose in software, 

the result is a series of fascinating scale-invariant patterns we have seen in the historical record: 

the aggregation and collapse of political associations, the maintenance of borders between 

groups, and in many cases the creation of the zones of stability that we call nation-states.  

 

In effect, I have tried to build a modeling framework that allows us to replay thousands of years 

of international history on fast forward. While this framework is built on strong assumptions and 

is necessarily very limited in scope, I find it to be a useful tool for spinning out counterfactual 

scenarios in a logically rigorous way. It affords more flexibility than a closed-form mathematical 

model, while preserving some of the elegance and analytic tractability of a purely mathematical 

approach.  

 

This dissertation will proceed in four sections. In the next chapter, I will review the existing 

bodies of literature that are relevant to my project. My study is highly interdisciplinary in nature, 

so it fits into existing research agendas across a variety of fields. In particular, my overall 

methodological approach—as well as the models themselves—owe much to previous work by 

agent-based modeling and complexity scholars Lars-Erik Cederman, Joshua Epstein, Robert 
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Axelrod, Scott Page, and George Miller. I will also conduct a brief survey of world history to 

identify major turning points in the development of the nation-state.  

 

In Chapter 3, I will present my first model, the Territorial Resources Model (TRM), along with 

the results from several modeling runs. TRM places a large number of atomic kinship or ethnic 

groups into a virtual environment characterized by a particular distribution of territorial resources 

and elevations. The groups draw on those resources to expand into adjacent resource-rich areas, 

prompting violent competition over territory, the conquest of less efficient groups by more 

efficient ones, and the eventual consolidation of smaller-scale entities into larger states. Scholars 

using the TRM framework can watch borders shift back and forth in real time as the system 

moves towards a political and territorial equilibrium.     

 

The independent variable here is geography, and the dependent variable is the stability and unity 

of the resulting system of states, as measured in part by the number of states, the amount of 

conflict between them, and the size of the largest state in the system. The simulation's results 

speak to a body of literature that draws a connection between geographical factors, especially a 

territory's suitability for agricultural settlement thousands of years ago, to variance in modern 

developmental outcomes. If ethnic consolidation is indeed an important step on the road to 

political development, those areas of the world where early empires could "do the work" of 

conquest and assimilation more effectively might enjoy more stability in the modern era. More 

concretely, we are examining the difference between relatively successful developing countries 

like modern China or Iran, where dominant ethnic groups with long imperial histories now have 

unchallenged control of the modern nation-state, and unsuccessful ones like modern Nigeria or 
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Afghanistan, which either encapsulate several such formerly dominant ethnicities or never 

reached an ethnic equilibrium at all. 

 

In Chapter 4, I will present my second model, the Ideological Alliances Model (IAM). IAM is a 

counterpart model to TRM in that it focuses on the important "micro-level" intergroup behaviors 

that TRM abstracts away in its effort to focus on broad interactions between environment and 

political configuration. In particular, I built IAM to focus on the alliance theory of nation-state 

formation, where more similar groups ally with one another to fend off attacks from—and take 

advantage of—less similar groups. As this behavior is repeated over time, the allied groups 

"grow together" and eventually fuse into a new, larger, ideologically consolidated group that is 

more capable of defeating outsiders.  

 

However, unlike TRM, IAM is a non-spatial model. Instead of living on top of virtual territory, 

its groups are connected to one another in the form of a network, with each group being 

connected to at least two other groups. Groups attack their neighbors in IAM, but instead of 

coveting a neighbor's wealthy territories, they always choose the potential target that is furthest 

away from them in terms of ethnic, cultural, or ideological identity. The defender then has an 

opportunity to form an alliances with a third party, but that potential ally will only join the fight 

if it is more similar to the defender than the attacker.  

 

After conflict is resolved, an exchange of identity takes place between the parties depending on 

the victor. If the attacker wins, it imposes some of its identity on the defender, representing a 

partial assimilation of a defeated group by means of policy. Similarly, if the defending coalition 
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wins, the two defending groups close ranks in the face of aggression and become more similar to 

one another. 

 

Like TRM, IAM produces a political equilibrium after repeated conflict between groups, but 

IAM arrives at these results by varying a different set of initial parameters, namely the degree of 

potential difference between each group's identity and the level of connectivity between groups. 

The key conceptual difference between the two models is that IAM assumes the existence of a 

political body that is still in the process of becoming a nation-state with an established political 

framework for peaceful and orderly transfers of power between groups. Thus, while IAM moves 

the primary basis of conflict from the physical/geographical to the imagined/political arena, 

where proximity, victory, and defeat are all defined and measured in a new way, intense 

competition for control of the government's distributive apparatus, up to and including civil war, 

may still take place.  

 

In Chapter 5, I will summarize my findings from the project and conclude with some thoughts 

about its substantive impact, as well as a discussion of next steps for the research agenda.  

 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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2. Literature and Historical Review 

This project connects conceptually to several existing bodies of literature in international 

relations, comparative politics, development economics, and history, and draws especially from 

the specialized literatures on state formation and failure, political institutions, ethnic politics and 

nationalism, geopolitics, sociology, social psychology, and complex adaptive systems.  

 

Kinship, Ethnicity, and Nationalism 

National identity is a challenging variable to focus on because it can cover any number of related 

analytical constructs, depending on its definition. The key concept I am interested in for the 

purposes of this project is the genesis of a shared belief in relatedness among individuals. The 

most fundamental source of this belief is actual biological or genetic similarity in the form of 

kinship. 

 

Like other mammals, humans seem to be evolutionarily predisposed to favor kin over 

strangers—a phenomena Pierre van den Berghe has called “fitness maximization through 

nepotism” (Van Den Berghe 1995). The oldest kinship groups were formed when bands of 

anatomically modern humans arose in primeval Africa 200,000 years ago (Oppenheimer 2004). 

Archaeological evidence indicates that over very long periods of time, bands and tribes of 

hunter-gatherers diffused across the world, repeatedly expanding and then fissioning into new 

groups. Prior to the advent of agriculture and the formation of the first primordial states, this 

process seems to have been driven by ecological factors. For instance, studies in anthropology 

and linguistics confirm that the density and diversity of early human cultures decreased as they 
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moved away from the equator, while their effective geographical ranges increased (Collard and 

Foley 2002; Mace and Pagel 1995). 

 

After the “Neolithic transition”—the lifestyle switch from small bands or tribes of closely related 

hunter-gatherers to larger, sedentary tribes of farmers and herders—human populations increased 

dramatically in size and political organization, with some regions transitioning thousands of 

years earlier than others due to variable initial endowments of domesticable animals and food 

crops (Diamond 1999; Hibbs and Olsson 2004). After a particular region made the transition, 

competition led to the progressive aggregation of smaller groups into larger, more complex 

societies, culminating in indigenous kingdoms and empires controlled by whichever lineage 

happened to seize an initial advantage (Flannery 2012).  

 

The expansion of political authority over geographically distant groups necessitated the creation 

of new and ever-larger kinds of families: first from kin to tribe, and then from tribe to ethnicity. 

Social scientists have long contested the definition of ethnicity, as well as its origins, its 

malleability, and its relevance to politics (Chandra 2006). I think of ethnicity as a midpoint 

between familial kin and nationality, generally growing out of the former but including many 

non-biological or imagined elements that are manifestations of a shared historical experience, 

such as language, lore, legend, culture, and geographic homeland. Critically, ethnic groups are 

recognized as politically important units both by group members and outsiders (Fearon 2003). 

As a form of group association, nationality can operate as a superset of ethnicity. In a few 

modern cases—South Korea and Japan come to mind—they are functionally identical. The large 

majority of people living in Japan are ethnic Japanese, and they share a comparatively close 
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degree of common ancestry. But this is a rare degree of congruence. Due to historical processes 

like migration, warfare, expansion, and colonization, most states in both the developed and the 

developing world contain multiple ethnicities operating under a single nationality, with varying 

degrees of success.  

 

Where ethnicities may or may not have some long-ago basis in genetic relatedness, nationality is 

a wholly imagined product of the state. As a political construct and governing strategy, 

nationalism is a response to an anarchic international environment in which states must 

counteract individual loyalty to smaller groups, or be defeated by and absorbed into more 

efficient rivals (Hintze 1975; Scott 2010; Tilly 1993; Spruyt 1996; Waltz 1979; Fukuyama 

2011). It involves the creation of a universal culture—usually based on the dominant group's 

ethnic characteristics—and the subsequent imposition of that culture within a state's borders as a 

matter of policy. In addition to producing a degree of internal consolidation, nationalism also 

provides a set of demographic borders for the state by sharpening the distinction between citizens 

and foreigners. 

 

The majority of scholars consider nationalism to be a relatively modern phenomena, arguing that 

this kind of unifying ideology could only truly penetrate the masses after the advent of mass 

literacy, universal education, and military conscription (see, for example, Breuilly 1985). This is 

probably correct if we limit our definition to purely secular forms of nationalism, with the state 

itself at the apex of the ideology. However, the great civilizations of the pre-modern world 

mastered a very similar process, in partnership with religion, by establishing state cults helmed 

by god-kings. For example, dynasties in ancient Sumeria, China, Egypt, Rome, and elsewhere 
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conquered their respective regions and promulgated common religions, languages, cultures, and 

ethnic creation myths (Finer 1999). When these civilizations entered periods of decline or 

collapse, they would fragment politically or succumb to outside conquest. It was then essential 

for any subsequent group attempting to govern the people living in the same territory to 

appropriate the previous empire’s historical legacy – particularly if they were regarded as 

outsiders or "barbarians" by the people they had subordinated. Thus the Mongols ruling China 

became the Yuan Dynasty, while the Franks eventually turned themselves into the Holy Roman 

Empire with the dispensation of the Catholic Church.  

 

This technique has remained very useful for state builders in the modern era, where most newly 

consolidated or independent states have attempted to form an explicit connection to legendary 

rulers and regimes, even if tenuous or simply invented out of whole cloth. For instance, Saddam 

Hussein compared himself to Saladin and equated Iraq's struggle with the United States to that 

Muslim general's expulsion of the Crusaders from the Holy Land during the Middle Ages2. 

Germany's Nazi Party, meanwhile, invested considerable resources convincing the Germans that 

they were descended from a mythologized Indo-European race of conquerors called the Aryans. 

The actual Aryan tribe lived over 3000 years ago and seemed to have never made it further west 

than Iran, but that was irrelevant to the Nazi ideologues seeking to consolidate party rule under a 

new racial regime. 

 

The Historical Evolution of Nationalism 

There is abundant historical evidence that state-builders from every historical era and geography 

ideologically reinforced their states by building on less complex forms of personal association. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 See http://articles.latimes.com/1991-03-03/news/mn-447_1_saddam-hussein. Accessed 3/4/2015 
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Furthermore, a survey of the record reveals that competitive pressure within and between states 

drove elites to develop of increasingly sophisticated forms of imagined kinship that eventually 

culminated in modern nationalism.  

 

Starting from our earliest recorded histories, it is clear that philosophers and kings from all over 

the ancient world recognized the central problem of state formation—the tendency for humans to 

favor relatives over compatriots—and came up with various ways to resist this entropy. For 

instance, in his Republic, Plato highlighted Socrates' discussion of a theoretical 'just city,' where 

the ruling class would be educated to resist nepotism in favor of loyalty to the city and its 

denizens. Across the world in ancient China's Qin Dynasty, the scholar Shang Yang 

contemporaneously developed the governmental theory of Legalism, which similarly focused on 

establishing a stronger relationship between the individual and the state through the creation of a 

totally impersonal and all-powerful bureaucracy (Fukuyama 2012).  

 

The ancient Greeks entered an imperial phase under the leadership of Socrates' student 

Alexander the Great, who unified Greece by force of arms and then established an empire of 

similar geographic scope. While Alexander was a great exponent of Greek culture, he was only 

nominally ethnically Greek himself, and he recognized that a traditional policy of Hellenic 

supremacy would render his new empire ungovernable. Instead, Alexander opted for political 

pragmatism, whereby cultural Hellenization of his conquests was accompanied by intermarriages 

between his Companions and the higher echelons of the Persian court. It remains to be seen 

whether Alexander sought to bring about an explicit ethnic fusion of the Greek and Persian 
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peoples, but his actions demonstrate a keen understanding of the important role of cultural 

identity in governance (Foster 2005).  

 

Several hundred years later, the Romans adapted some of his ideas to the problem of maintaining 

political control over many lesser ethnic kingdoms and tribes across thousands of miles of 

territory. The Roman Empire originally grew out of the much smaller Roman Republic as a 

result of the military power and engineering skill of the ethnic Romans serving in the Republic's 

legions. However, once the Empire achieved scale, its sustenance depended on the co-optation 

into the imperial system of the diverse peoples it had conquered, which in turn established the 

military and economic basis for further expansion and conquest. By the second century CE, the 

Roman elite featured many Gauls, Iberians, Phoenicians, Syrians, Jews, and Africans. Many of 

the later Roman emperors, such as Marcus Aurelius and Septimus Severus, were born in 

provinces thousands of miles from Rome and were of substantially non-Roman ethnic stock.  

 

The key Roman innovation was to recast citizenship as a legal construct—a product of loyalty to 

the state, rather than pure birthright—and then to use it for purposes of assimilation (Ando 

2000). This evolution from ethnic to legal citizenship took hundreds of years, proceeding on a 

trajectory roughly parallel to the Empire's geographic growth. Ethnic Romans guarded their 

privileges jealously, yielding them up only when circumstances forced them to reach a new 

accommodation with the people they ruled.  

 

The first such circumstance was during the Social War in the first century BCE, when the Roman 

Senator Marcus Livius Drusus was assassinated after proposing that the inhabitants of Rome's 
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Latin client states receive full citizenship. The subsequent revolt of the Latins eventually resulted 

in the passage of the Lex Julia, which offered full citizenship to Latin communities that 

reaffirmed allegiance to Rome, while also extending citizenship to any individual serving in the 

Roman Legion (Brunt 1965).  

 

It took another three centuries of expansion before the Edict of Caracalla finally established 

universal citizenship throughout the borders of the Empire, mostly in an effort to shore up the 

government's finances by increasing its tax base. By this time, the Empire had reached and 

probably exceeded its natural geographic limits. It was governing too many hostile territories and 

defending too many borders, resulting in a major fiscal imbalance between military expenditure 

and productive investment.  

 

Put another way, by the time the Romans decided that they had to universalize citizenship, the 

costs of being officially Roman (particularly in taxes and military service) outweighed the 

benefits for many of the people living within the Empire's borders. The government could then 

only defend the Empire by buying the services of the foederati, or allied barbarian tribes, with 

tax revenues and grants of land within the Empire's borders, effectively dismembering its own 

provinces. Eventually, each foederati tribe simply assumed the Empire's political and military 

authority within its particular territorial sphere of influence, resulting in the dissolution of Roman 

territory into a collection of warring tribal polities (Ertman 1997). 

 

In the millennia after the fall of the Roman Empire, the group affiliation of individuals 

throughout Europe and Western Asia was generally characterized by a local politics based on 
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military alliances, wrapped within the universalist ideology of monotheistic religion. The 

dichotomy was most evident in feudal Western Europe, where thousands of petty domains ruled 

by strongmen re-aggregated into hierarchies according to complex rules of kinship and 

obligation. Many of the resulting post-Roman kingdoms were named after the Germanic tribes 

that had emigrated into the area and were therefore self-consciously ethnic in character; however, 

most Europeans by the time of the early Carolingians considered themselves to be Christians first 

and subjects of their liege lords second, so any such political arrangements only achieved the 

force of law with the participation of the Catholic Church (Pohl 2013). For this reason, the 

temporal power of the feudal lord over his domain was subordinate to the ideological power of 

the Pope throughout the imaginary realm of Christendom (see Mann 1986, Ch. 10). Eastern 

Europe and the Near East were still ruled under imperial systems, but political authority in both 

the Byzantine Empire and the Caliphate was also bound inextricably to Eastern Orthodoxy and 

Islam, respectively.  

 

Proto-nation-states began to appear in Western and Central Europe during the Early Modern and 

Enlightenment eras as the political, economic, and military spheres slowly eroded the ideological 

power of religion over society. In a process Anthony D. Smith has termed a "triple revolution," 

advances in technology such as printing and banking kicked off a feedback loop that first bound 

formerly disparate regions together commercially, and then administratively and culturally as 

well (Smith 1991). Out of the variety of governmental forms that existed in Europe at this time, 

the absolutist monarchies growing in England, France, and Spain proved the most adept at 

simultaneously protecting and exploiting territory. In their endless search for revenue and 

manpower to compete with one another, the absolutist monarchies gradually expanded their 
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control over all aspects of society, rationalizing and consolidating language, culture, 

bureaucracy, and education as they went along. In the first stage of a nationalizing process that 

took many hundreds of years, the absolutists attempted to personify the states they were building, 

so that their subjects expressed loyalty directly to them and their families. Catholic Christianity 

complemented this endeavor by impressing the divine rectitude of kingship on the masses as it 

always had, and it received many privileges from the state in return, including its violent 

suppression of heretics. Over time, however, the absolutists began to rationalize the church as 

well and absorb its functions—such as the right of 'patronage,' or the ability to appoint bishops 

within the state's territory—and in areas where church and state disagreed, the state tended to 

prevail (Sigmund 1987).  

 

The religious wars unleashed by the Protestant Reformation also forged an early form of what 

might be called a "national consciousness" in places like the Netherlands, based on resistance to 

absolutist monarchs allied with the Catholic Church. For example, during the Dutch Revolt 

against Imperial Spain in the 16th century, the rebel leaders promulgated a new national identity 

for the Dutch based on an association with the ancient Israelites and a pre-Roman Germanic tribe 

called the Batavians (Gorski 2000). After bloodletting on a massive scale, the 30 Years' War 

finally legitimized the disintegration of Christendom and signaled the beginning of the end of the 

Catholic Church's role in European politics and administration. The formal dénouement came 

when Napoleonic France trumped the armies of the Holy Roman Empire at Austerlitz, leading to 

the Empire's dissolution in 1806. As the idea of a unified Christendom collapsed and Europeans 

began to describe themselves as subjects of "King and Country," the second part of the 

nationalization process robbed the absolutists of their hard-won authority. The educational and 
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legal reforms that strengthened the apparatus of the absolutist state also prompted the growth of 

literate and organized middle and working classes that demanded political rights (North and 

Weingast 1989).  

 

Absolutist monarchies started to give way to limited monarchy or nationalist revolution when 

critical masses of citizens affiliated themselves with an inclusive community of fellow subjects, 

and then demanded an end to the system that restricted or excluded their participation in national 

affairs. The sharpest such transition occurred in Revolutionary France, where the ideologues who 

had gained control of the government first eliminated all the traditional social and class 

distinctions of the Ancien Regime, and then established a firm legal boundary between French 

citizens from foreigners, resulting in the birth of a new French nation-state in a matter of weeks 

(Brubaker 1989).  

 

Other transitions from absolutist monarchy to liberal or authoritarian nation-states occurred more 

gradually. For instance, the British monarchy expanded the franchise and separated the 

monarchy from the government over centuries of successive reforms, resulting in a steadily more 

inclusive politics to couple with a national identity that had been forged during a seemingly 

endless series of wars with France in the 18th and 19th centuries (McCrone 1997). Meanwhile, 

monarchies in Germany and Japan successfully co-opted nationalist sentiment to buttress the 

government's legitimacy while remaining largely authoritarian in nature, even if they were no 

longer absolutist. Thus the inclusion of the middle and working classes into the national 

community in a legal and civic sense was not always accompanied by political liberalization 

(Mann 1988). In any case, by the early 20th century nationalism and national identity had arrived 
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at its essentially modern formulation, meaning that it was largely coextensive with the state and 

was in some cases capable of co-opting the role of ethnicity in the formulation of individual 

political identities, especially when juxtaposed against competing nationalities.  

 

Conflict and Group Affiliation 

Ernest Gellner, Benedict Anderson, and John Breuilly, three of the most notable experts on 

nationalism, disagree on many of the finer points concerning its provenance, mechanisms, and 

effects. But they are in broad agreement that nationalism is deeply related to the development of 

the state as an institutional form; that it is generally constructed by intellectual elites out of 

readily available cultural materials, both fact-based and fictional, for consumption by the public 

at large; and, most importantly for the purposes of this project, that individual nations cannot 

exist in a vacuum, because they are forged at least in part by contact with, and conflict against, 

other groups (Gellner 1983, Anderson 1983, Breuilly 1994). 

 

Intergroup discrimination is a distressingly regular feature of human behavior with deep 

psychological roots. Social psychologist Muzafer Sherif staged a famous experiment over 50 

years ago in which two arbitrary groups of boys competed for scarce resources in a zero-sum 

game, resulting in rapid increases in in-group affiliation and out-group hostility (Sherif 2010). 

Henri Tajfel arbitrarily assigned individual subjects to one of two groups and then asked them to 

award points to members of each group, finding that discrimination against outsiders quickly 

emerged even when the distinction between the two groups was meaningless (in this case, group 

assignment was based on a subject's estimated count of a large number of dots on a page), and 

the stakes totally imaginary (Tajfel 1970). This result suggested to Tajfel that individual human 
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beings could have an intrinsic psychological need to compare themselves to others, and might 

therefore naturally form groups as a basis for that comparison (Tajfel 1974). More recent 

evidence from social psychological and anthropological studies indicate that human beings tend 

to "essentialize" ethnic groups, reserving for them the same cognitive and linguistic space used 

for different species of animal. Some of these scholars posit that this schema conferred 

evolutionary advantages upon human beings in a low-information primordial environment, 

although critics of group selection theories are skeptical (Hirshfeld 1997, Gil-White 2001, Pinker 

2012). 

 

If human beings do have an intrinsic or ancestral tendency to form groups, starting by default 

with the family and radiating outwards, conflict seems to play a critical role in determining 

which groups in particular are formed and how cohesive they are. One mechanism, first proposed 

by classic political sociologists like Emile Durkheim, Georg Simmel, and Lewis Coser, 

establishes intergroup conflict as a kind of ideological binding agent that can solidify a group's 

internal structure by providing it with potent symbols of collective sacrifice (Coser 1956). In this 

schema, individuals who share values and experiences naturally gravitate together to form a 

closer union. Within the context of national identity, a repository of shared history, culture, and 

meaning forms the substrate for the 'civil religion' of nationalism; some neo-Durkheimians go so 

far as to suggest that the repository must be renewed through fresh martial exploits on at least a 

generational basis (Marvin and Ingle 1999).  

 

An alternate explanation for the link between conflict and group cohesion, proposed by realist 

scholars like Robert Jervis, Barry Posen and Charles Tilly, holds that national cohesion and 
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conflict are both products of state policy. The coercive apparatus of the state is primarily 

responsible for the creation of national cohesion, and this apparatus happens to work especially 

well in times of conflict. Historically, elites have repeatedly made use of this fact to suppress 

political decent, centralize power, and build nations out of ethnically similar but squabbling 

principalities, whether a state is expanding into neighboring territories or rebelling against an 

occupying power (Jervis 1978, Posen 1993, Tilly 1993).   

 

All of that said, the presence of a causal link between conflict and national cohesion is not 

universally accepted. For instance, sociologist Sinisa Malesevic points out that there are many 

instances of nation-states shattering under the pressures of war instead of drawing closer 

together, such as Germany during the First World War (Malesevic 2011). A close examination of 

certain civil wars—the prime examples being the Spanish and Greek Civil Wars—also suggests 

that ethnic or national solidarity can be quickly overwhelmed by ideological differences, 

resulting the latter being more politically salient than the former, even when external forces 

violate the state's sovereignty (Kalyvas 2006, 2008; Kalyvas and Kocher 2007).  

 

Geography and Nationality 

The idea that the physical characteristics of the territory in which people live can exert 

significant influence upon the political organization of those people over time, including their 

ethnic and national identities, has enjoyed scholarly support for a very long time. For instance, 

ancient Greek philosophers including Aristotle, Plato and Hippocrates drew a causal link 

between climate and ethnic character, suggesting that people from cold climates lacked 

governance, while those from warm places naturally submitted to tyranny; thousands of years 
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later, a new body of literature similarly connected climate to politics through the mechanism of 

tropical disease (Ward 2008, Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson 2001).  

 

Modern theories of ethnicity and nationality that focus on geography often treat the presence or 

absence of the territorial state as an important intermediating factor between physical 

environment and individual-level characteristics like identity. A canonical example involves 

difficult geographies, particularly mountainous terrain or jungle, limiting the ability of the state 

to project power throughout the entirety of its borders (Fearon and Laitin 2003; Warren, 

Cederman and Schutte 2012). Those territories that are not subject to the standardizing influence 

of the state can then host a much greater diversity of ethnicities and cultures (Scott 2010).   

 

Another important body of literature deals with the effects of different kinds of territorial 

resources on the character of the state. The "resource curse" literature indicates that the presence 

of certain resources—especially oil, precious stones and metals, and illicit drugs—may distort a 

developing state's economy, twist it into a corrupt autocracy, or prevent it from functioning 

entirely by fueling civil war (Ross 2001, 2004; Cooper 2002; Snyder and Bhavnani 2005). The 

interaction between the state, territorial resources, and substate ethnic or national groups is 

undoubtedly complex and the direction of causality is unclear, but there is good evidence to 

suggest that when lootable resources are collocated with disgruntled ethnic groups, protracted 

civil wars tend to follow, because those substate groups gain the wherewithal and the motive to 

break away from the central government (Collier and Hoeffler 1998).    
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A final analytical take on the relationship between geography and national identity comes out of 

a classic strand of social scientific theory known as geopolitics. Military theorists and historians 

such as Basil Henry Liddell Hart, Otto Hintze, and Samuel Finer have long noted that a state's 

location relative to other states—as well as the defensibility of its borders—can affect its 

domestic policies, including the degree to which it expends resources on internal consolidation. 

For example, states that enjoy a relatively high degree of geographical protection against external 

threats, such as Great Britain, the United States, or Switzerland, will tend towards democracy, 

pluralism, and federalism, simply because they can afford a relative lack of internal solidarity. 

On the other hand, centrally located states with dangerous potential foes on their borders, like 

Germany, Russia, or China, will be forced towards authoritarianism, nationalism, and 

centralization to extract the resources they need to defend themselves against external threats 

(Liddell Hart 1932, Hintze 1975, Finer 1999). 

  

In some respects, geopolitics is similar to neorealist international relations theory. Neorealists 

agree that states will seek to balance against external threats via internal mobilization. These 

mobilization techniques can include increasing defense spending, devoting resources towards 

industrialization, modernizing domestic politics, encouraging immigration, and promoting 

nationalist ideologies (see, for instance, Organski 1968, Waltz 1979, and Mearsheimer 2003). 

Neorealists (especially Mearsheimer) also agree that the level of external threat can be affected 

by geographic factors. The main difference between the two theoretical schools lies in the 

simplifying assumptions neorealists make to abstract away the internal characteristics of the 

state: that states are effectively unitary decision-makers when it comes to the conduct of their 
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foreign policy, and that all states behave similarly on the international stage, regardless of their 

form of government. 

 

The Agent-Based Modeling Methodology 

Social scientists attempting to explain political phenomena generally balance two analytical 

techniques. One maximizes general applicability by building parsimonious models and applying 

them to many cases at the same time. These models are readily understood but require many 

simplifying assumptions that do not capture the messiness of reality. The other maximizes 

empirical understanding through deep qualitative investigation into a few cases. This technique 

provides rich historical insight into any given data point, but because that individual case’s 

history is complex and non-linear, that insight will not explain related cases.   

 

By carefully applying these techniques, often in combination, we can locate empirical 

regularities, demonstrate correlations and reject incorrect hypotheses, but we cannot demonstrate 

causality. Methods using observational data suffer from the same “fundamental problem of 

causal inference,” namely that we cannot hope to identify and control for all mitigating factors 

when testing for a causal effect. Put differently, observational data is not experimental in nature. 

We cannot observe a parallel universe where a particular factor assumed a different value than it 

did in our own universe and precisely measure its effect on the outcome of interest (King, 

Keohane, and Verba 1994). Although some political scientists and economists have made clever 

use of experimental techniques on individuals or communities, it is not possible sequester and 

treat countries or continents in laboratory conditions. As Lars-Erik Cederman explains in 

Emergent Actors In World Politics, to assume that the geopolitical history we observe was the 
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only possible outcome, or even the most likely outcome, is a mistaken way to look at a reality 

filled with historical contingency: 

“Historical contingency and path dependence thwart such efforts to generalize from empirical regularities. 
For example, we will never know what would have happened had nuclear weapons not been created, so it is 
unclear whether the ‘single run’ of history that actually occurred warrants any strong beliefs in their 
effectiveness… If historical accidents do not wash out but instead switch the flow of events onto 
dramatically divergent tracks, there is no alternative to counterfactual exploration…” (Cederman 1997, 9) 
 

When examining state formation, the analytical problem is compounded by several additional 

challenges. First, given that they are formed by their boundaries with one another, states are 

oppositionally defined. States co-evolved first on a local, then on a regional, and finally on a 

global basis. As such, individual states cannot be considered independent observations (Herbst 

2000; Scott 2010; Tilly 1993). Second, given that states evolved from less complex forms of 

organization, they are both products and producers of the natural processes that form them, and 

cannot be taken as exogenous (Cederman 1997, 32-3). Third, states are complex systems, and 

their growth exhibits non-linear patterns, positive feedback loops, and path dependence. As such, 

state formation and failure exhibits great sensitivity to small perturbations in starting conditions, 

random accidents, and local idiosyncrasies (Warren 2012; Wimmer and Feinstein 2010). One 

cannot assume history to be “efficient” (Cederman 1997, 47-8).  

 

This dissertation approaches the riddle of primordial state formation from a complex adaptive 

systems or agent-based modeling perspective. The agent-based modeling methodology allows 

social scientists to conduct repeated counterfactual experiments on complex phenomena within 

virtual environments. An agent-based model is also a deductive construct that is functionally 

equivalent to a formal mathematical model. The main difference is that agent-based models can 

“solve” through repeated simulation models that are too complex to be analytically tractable 

(Epstein 2012, Salomon 2011).  
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While there are many mathematical models focused on various aspects of state formation (see, 

for instance, Alesina and Spolaore 1997, 2005; Hirshleifer 1991, 1995; Skaperdas 2002), formal 

analytical methods are not ideal for studying systems populated by interacting heterogeneous 

agents that dynamically adjust their behavior and identities depending on the spatial relationship 

between them. Agent-based models are also better equipped to study the emergent properties of 

complex systems by allowing new collective organisms to arise spontaneously from the 

interaction of many individual agents at the local level. In this way, structures like states need not 

be analytically privileged through top-down assumption. Instead, they can grow naturally from 

the bottom up, in the same manner we observe in nature.  

 

Despite these advantages, it is important to note that agent-based models are still models of 

reality that are necessarily reductive. They can only include a small subset of possible 

independent variables, the behaviors of the agents must be simplified, and the model must be 

constructed with a particular investigative purpose in mind. Previous agent-based models related 

to state formation include Lars-Erik Cederman’s Emergent Polarity Model, Joshua Epstein and 

Robert Axtell’s Sugarscape, Robert Axelrod’s international tribute model, Axtell et. al.’s 

Artificial Anasazi, and Ian Lustick et. al.’s Beita (Axelrod 1997; Axtell, Epstein, and Dean et. al. 

2002; Cederman 1997; Axtell, Axelrod and Epstein 1996; Lustick, Miodownik, and Eidelson 

2004). Each model necessarily has a very different research focus. For instance, Cederman’s 

EPM investigates the conditions under which multipolarity tends to occur in the international 

system, while Sugarscape examines the effect of resource depletion on population density and 

state coherence.  
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3. Modeling Physical Conflict's Effects on Ethnic Group Formation 

This chapter presents the Territorial Resources Model (TRM), an agent-based model that 

investigates the effects of various spatial distributions of resources on a territory's division into 

differentiated polities or states after a given period of time. If we accept that modern nationalities 

are based to some extent on ethnic kingdoms that developed in particular territorial homelands in 

premodern times, we must then ask where those ethnic kingdoms or "cores" came from in the 

first place.  

 

To create TRM, I adapted a simple process governing the expansion of early ethnic states from 

theories based on the archeological record. Our histories show that the rulers of premodern states 

were preoccupied first and foremost with feeding their populations. For practically all of human 

history prior to the Industrial Revolution, the size of the harvest meant the difference between 

life and death. Thus most early states adopted a very simple strategy for success: defend 

agricultural lands from predation and expand into wealthy neighboring areas whenever possible. 

When this relatively straightforward set of behaviors is turned into code, small tweaks to the 

system's underlying geography can generate divergent and complex patterns of states, mirroring 

the rich diversity of territorial systems our real history produced.  

 

TRM directly addresses a body of recent research on the primordial origins of contemporary 

ethnic diversity. In a 2012 paper, Stelios Michalopoulos also argues that modern levels of 

ethnolinguistic fragmentation result from variance in primordial geographies, but he identifies 

the generation and propagation of “location-specific human capital” as the primary mechanism 

driving the relationship (Michalopoulos 2012). Enrico Spolaore and Romain Wacziarg use 
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genetic distance between populations as a measurement of time each has spent as independent 

ethnic identities. They find that this measurement predicts variation in income between countries, 

and posit that this relationship exists because more ethnically similar populations are better able 

to share one another’s technological innovations (Spolaore and Wacziarg 2009). Pelle Ahlerup 

and Ola Olsson conduct regressions demonstrating that modern ethnic diversity across countries 

is positively related to the overall duration of human settlement, due to genetic and cultural drift 

over time, while being negatively related to measures of state antiquity and ancient population 

density, suggesting that agricultural states tended to consolidate ethnicities (Ahlerup and Olsson 

2012). 

 

While I am in broad agreement with the literature that primordial geography has had important 

effects on modern ethnic fragmentation, I hope to provide a more robust link between the 

independent and dependent variables by elaborating a conflict-based theory of primordial state 

formation. There has been no application of a theory of “international relations” between 

primordial groups. Little effort has been made to include the historically observed and quite 

relevant process of conquest, which to this point has been glossed over in the literature in favor 

of economic mechanisms like public goods provision and human capital. This is the explanatory 

niche that I hope to fill with TRM. 

 

Model Theory and Construction 

All early states require resources to sustain and grow populations, as well as to equip armies for 

war. The most valuable resource for the early state is the same resource that allowed it to come 

into being in the first place: arable land. Agricultural surpluses in alluvial river basins such as the 
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Nile, the Tigris / Euphrates, the Indus, and the Yangtze led to a boom in the settled population of 

these areas, followed by the development of mechanisms to protect and distribute the surplus. 

These prototypical governments were very simple in structure, and from a functional standpoint 

focused almost completely on taxation and warfare, both of the expansionary and defensive 

varieties. By contrast, regions lacking in sufficient arable land or appropriate food crops or 

animals to develop intensive agriculture rarely reached sufficient population densities to produce 

hierarchical states. Instead, they tended to remain populated by bands or tribes of relatively 

egalitarian hunter-gatherers (Flannery 2012).  

 

Terrain has many other effects on states by modulating the difficulty of activities that require 

transportation or communication. Most importantly, it becomes more difficult to project military 

power over distance or difficult terrain, and elevation tends to afford a significant military 

advantage to the defender (Fearon and Laitin 2003; Warren 2012). Hills, jungles, and deserts 

often host small but tough tribal or ethnic groups that stubbornly resist incorporation by 

centralized states (Scott 2010).  

 

TRM models a negative correlation between a territory's agricultural productivity and its 

elevation, because premodern agriculture tended to be most intense in lower, flatter, and more 

easily irrigated areas (Flannery 2012). Areas at higher elevations generally had poorer soil and 

were better suited for lower-density herding cultures. The real world negative correlation 

between elevation and productivity was certainly imperfect, but in TRM it is perfect, in order to 

accentuate the effects of the tradeoff. 
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These basic physical precepts establish the natural conditions under which primordial states 

form, thrive, and eventually reach their geographical limits, but they do not say anything about 

their internal characteristics. Developing a more detailed theory of the kinds that tend to come 

out of certain geographies is a two-step process. The first step is to determine which of a 

primordial state’s many institutional and behavioral features should be included in an agent-

based model. The second step is to devise a schema for how those features adapt in response to 

environmental and competitive stimuli. 

 

 In TRM, the internal workings of states are abstracted to a handful of stylized features. I leave 

aside questions of leadership and culture to focus on the essential traits that define the state. 

These traits are the ability to monopolize force and set rules within a given territory; the ability 

to defend that territory against external aggression; the ability to expand and incorporate new 

territories into the state; and the ability to levy taxes and provide public goods, particularly 

collective defense (Fukuyama 2011; Weber 1978). Analytically speaking, TRM's states are very 

similar to the "natural states" defined by Douglass North, John Wallis and Barry Weingast—

instantiations of an emergent social order designed to limit violence (North, Wallis and Weingast 

2009). 

 

Each agent in the model represents an ethnic core, or "tribe," that can grow into a territorial state 

if it is able to expand. Tribes are endowed with wealth, which they need to survive, expand, and 

fight. Any tribe with zero wealth dies and is removed from the virtual world at the end of every 

model cycle. Tribes also possess a group number representing the state they are a member of; a 

status marker that can change between "warrior" and "farmer," depending on whether or not it is 
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actively attacking a neighboring state; and a tax ratio, which is set by state policy and therefore 

shared among all members of a particular state. In addition to determining the percentage of a 

tribe's wealth that is redistributed to the state's borders each turn, the tax ratio is also inversely 

related to production, since high taxes reduce a tribe's incentive to work and make productive 

investments. It is intended to model the tradeoff between “guns” and “butter” (Hirshleifer 1991; 

1995).  

 

All tribes follow the same simple behavioral blueprint on every cycle of the model. First, if a 

tribe is a farmer at the beginning of the cycle, it produces wealth. The amount of wealth added to 

the individual tribe's store is linearly related to the productivity of the land it inhabits, as well as 

its state's tax ratio, as detailed above. There is no upper bound on wealth. 

 

After the production phase, all tribes attempt to expand into the wealthiest available empty 

territory if they have the resources to do so. Tribes that are fully surrounded by other tribes 

cannot expand, and the modeler may also set a minimum resource threshold for expansion to 

keep impoverished tribes from reproducing. Although we observe a positive relationship 

between poverty and birthrate today, circumstances were very different in the premodern era, 

prior to the invention of industrial technologies that enabled the demographic transition (Galor 

and Weil 2000). When a tribe successfully expands, it creates a copy of itself in the new territory 

and endows it with half of its wealth. 

 

Third, if a tribe encounters a tribe belonging to another state, typically after one or the other 

expands into a territory adjoining its neighbor, it will check to see if it will inflict more damage 
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on its neighbor in an attack than vice-versa in proportional terms—that is, relative to each party's 

wealth level. If a tribe has an opportunity to produce relative gains in this way, it will change 

itself into a fighter and attack; if not, it will remain a farmer for the next cycle. Although this 

"beggar thy neighbor" decision rule is not very sophisticated, it is a reasonable heuristic for early 

state behavior, which took place in a low-information environment where territorial conquest 

was more economically important than trade. In addition, it is computationally efficient and it 

insures that a tribe will never mount an unprofitable attack, let alone a suicidal one. 

 

Meanwhile, differences in elevation modify both the order in which the tribes decide whether or 

not to attack, as well as the consequences of the attack itself. Ancient military tacticians were 

very preoccupied with holding the high ground because it afforded numerous offensive and 

defensive advantages (Anglim and Jestice 2002, Campbell and Tritle 2013). In TRM, holding the 

high ground affords a tribe the initiative, meaning that it gets the first opportunity to decide 

whether or not to attack. In addition, defending tribes with an elevation advantage both inflict 

more and take less damage from attacking tribes, due both to the difficulty of advancing against 

fire uphill and the increased range of missile weapons. Note that in concert with the decision rule 

for attacking, natural variation in elevation can lead to the emergence of stable borders between 

rival states in instances where neither party finds it profitable to attack the other. 

 

Fourth, tribes designated as farmers set aside some percentage of their stored agricultural wealth 

and then portion it out equally to their countrymen along the frontier. This elementary taxation 

mechanism allows the state's production specialists to support its military and expansionary 

activities at a distance. In addition, each state chooses a unique tax rate at the beginning of the 
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simulation and then adjusts it dynamically from cycle to cycle in response to circumstances. If 

the state is losing territory to other states, it will adjust its tax rate upwards to reinforce its 

borders. On the other hand, if the state is holding its ground or expanding, it will lower the tax 

rate and produce more net wealth during the next cycle. Like Mancur Olsen's "stationary 

bandits," the primordial states populating TRM are self-interested predators that prefer to 

maximize rents whenever possible (Olsen 1993). 

 

All in all, TRM's rule set for tribes aims to strike a three-way balance between verisimilitude, 

analytical tractability, and computational efficiency. Although all interactions between tribes are 

strictly determined, randomized starting conditions provide the spark of contingency needed to 

approximate real-world outcomes, such that a single tribe can grow into a great empire or die an 

anonymous death depending on the context. In addition, while TRM's agents only have a few 

simple behaviors, they are endowed with a degree of flexibility and responsiveness. One cycle's 

fighters can become next cycle's farmers or vice-versa, meaning that a state's borders can 

actually shift all the way across the virtual world over time, or peacefully solidify against another 

state's flank. States can also change their tax policy to respond to military aggression. Thus when 

one state starts to grow at the expense of its neighbors, the other states in the system will balance 

against it, although they will not ally with one another to do so. 

 

Model Variables and Measurement 

TRM's primary purpose is to test if a conflict mechanism can produce the observed empirical 

relationship between variance in terrain and increased ethnic diversity. Therefore, the model's 

main treatment variable is the standard deviation in elevation between "patches," or territories, in 
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its virtual world, and its main response variable is the number of groups remaining in the 

territory after a set number of cycles. Recall that by default the model is configured to express a 

perfect negative correlation between territorial elevation and territorial resource distribution. 

 

TRM also contains several secondary treatment variables to test for interactive effects, including 

the initial population density, the level of initial economic inequality between tribes, the 

destructiveness of military technology, the absolute amount of wealth required to expand. There 

is also a dummy variable denoting whether or not a model run is "bounded," meaning whether 

the virtual environment takes the form of a sphere or a rectangular island. I included this 

bounded variable in the experiment to test Mearsheimer's "stopping power of water" theory 

(Mearsheimer 2001).    

 

Secondary measurements taken at the end of each model run include the percentage of total 

territory controlled by the largest state in the system; the average taxation rate of the all the states 

in the system; the standard deviation of wealth between tribes; the percentage of tribes that are 

fighters; and the percentage of cycles in each model run that are "stable," meaning that the five 

largest states in the system do not change in composition or ordering from one cycle to another. 

When considered together, these measurements give us a general picture of the system's 

evolutionary trajectory in each model run. 

 

When TRM is initialized, a new virtual world is created out of 1000 squares. Each patch receives 

a resource level between 0 and 100 and a corresponding elevation between 0 and 1, both 

allocated according to the treatment options selected by the modeler. Similarly, the model places 
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each tribe on a random square and endows it with a starting wealth level between 0 and 100 and 

a tax level between 0 and 1. The model then runs for 100 cycles. 

The data that follows are derived from 5,278 TRM runs. These runs were evenly split between 

every combination of the following values for the model's independent variables. 

 

Model Results and Discussion 

The summary statistics produced by the TRM experiment demonstrate that the model produces a 

diverse array of systems when the treatment variables are altered as outlined above. In particular, 

the number of ethnic states per model run ranged from 2 to 43, which is a great deal of variation 

given the model's relatively simple construction. The states themselves also demonstrate some 

institutional variation in tax rate (guns) and the percentage of fighters, while the system's overall 

level of stability, as measured by the number of cycles in which the top 5 states by size do not 

change in ordering, also vary widely.  

 

  

In OLS regression results measuring the independent effects of each variable, we see that the 

treatment variables generally produce the expected effects on our outcomes of interest. 

Table 1: TRM Experiment Treatment Variables

Variable StD Resources Init Pop StD Init Wealth Expansion Req Sphere/Island

Short Name resource density wealthsd expand bounded

Experimental Range 1,2,...50 150,300 0, 15, 27 0.3,0.6 0,1

Table 2: TRM Model Response Variable Summary Statistics

Statistic Mean St. Dev. Min Max

groups 9.320 4.764 2 43

hegemon 0.367 0.168 0.048 0.778

wealthsd 1,888.155 927.035 394.428 8,032.246

stability 65.143 11.328 0 92

guns 0.158 0.041 0.044 0.345

fighters 0.143 0.045 0.039 0.312
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Movement from a totally flat environment to the roughest possible terrain is associated with a 

60% increase in the average number of ethnic states, from 10 to 16. It also cuts down the average 

size of the largest state in the system by about 40% and halves the standard deviation in wealth 

among tribes at the end of each run. This primary result fits the real-world pattern recognized by 

both quantitative researchers like Michalopoulos and historians like Finer, Hintze, and Scott: 

Table 3: TRM Experiment OLS Results

Dependent variable:

groups hegemon wealthsd

(1) (2) (3)

resourcesd 0.120⇤⇤⇤ �0.003⇤⇤⇤ �11.905⇤⇤⇤

(0.003) (0.0001) (0.539)

density 0.011⇤⇤⇤ �0.0002⇤⇤⇤ �2.029⇤⇤⇤

(0.001) (0.00002) (0.114)

inequality”medium” �0.040 �0.003 13.739
(0.109) (0.005) (20.887)

inequality”none” �0.086 �0.0003 37.913⇤

(0.109) (0.005) (20.884)

lanchester �10.972⇤⇤⇤ 0.191⇤⇤⇤ 2, 134.973⇤⇤⇤

(0.297) (0.012) (56.843)

expand �0.082⇤⇤⇤ 0.003⇤⇤⇤ 4.470⇤⇤⇤

(0.002) (0.0001) (0.341)

bounded 2.032⇤⇤⇤ �0.105⇤⇤⇤ 1, 099.256⇤⇤⇤

(0.089) (0.004) (17.053)

Constant 9.899⇤⇤⇤ 0.379⇤⇤⇤ 1, 002.814⇤⇤⇤

(0.225) (0.009) (43.048)

Observations 5,278 5,278 5,278
R2 0.539 0.353 0.554
Adjusted R2 0.538 0.352 0.554
Residual Std. Error (df = 5270) 3.238 0.135 619.446
F Statistic (df = 7; 5270) 878.784⇤⇤⇤ 411.295⇤⇤⇤ 935.540⇤⇤⇤

Note:

⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01
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highly variable terrain tends to inhibit the development of hegemonic states and large empires, 

leading to a larger number of smaller, more egalitarian groups (Michalopoulos 2008, Finer 1999, 

Hintze 1975, Scott 2010).  

 

Initial population density, military technology, expansion costs, and topography also play 

significant roles in the results. The more groups there are at the outset of a model run, the more 

there will be at the end of it, although the effect is fairly minor. As anticipated, more destructive 

military encounters lead to rapid state consolidation because smaller states simply cannot afford 

to compete. They cannot pull wealth out of the ground fast enough to keep themselves alive 

when confronting larger states equipped with big tax bases (Tilly 1993). Increasing the cost of 

expansion leads to fewer groups as well, and switching from a sphere to an island lends credence 

to the stopping power of water. Otherwise marginal states survive more readily in the corners of 

the virtual world, where the "ocean" automatically defends some of their borders, free of charge.  

 

The only surprising result is that initial inequality plays no significant role in the outcome of the 

process. However, additional experiments investigating the relationship between a tribe's starting 

wealth and its probability of survival reveal that an initial advantage determines which states 

make it through the carnage3. This makes sense. As parameterized, the initial advantage is not 

large enough to withstand dilution by the underlying distribution of territory past the first few 

cycles of the model, but that is still fast enough to eliminate weaker challengers from the board. 

Overall, the result supports Flannery's claim that an initial advantage can be decisive in the 

process of state formation (Flannery 2012). 

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3!This!experiment's!results!are!located!in!Appendix!C,!Table!1.!
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When examining the data on interactive effects and intermediate variables, it becomes clear that 

path dependence plays a large role in these results. For example, rough terrain's effects on the 

final number of states are significantly larger in model runs with larger initial populations, 

meaning that there is a positive interaction between the two variables. 

 

 

The answer to why this would be the case lies in the complex web of relationships between 

terrain, population density, conquest, and expansion, with the key mechanism being the self-

catalyzing nature of territorial conquest. Among many other scholars, Lars-Erik Cederman, Peter 

Liberman, and Robert Gilpin have suggested that a positive feedback loop drives the creation of 

large empires, particularly in premodern eras. According to this theory, conquest increases a 

state's resource base, which in turn leads to increased military capacity, and then back to 

additional conquests (Cederman 1998, Liberman 1998, Gilpin 1981). Relatively small first-

mover advantages or early disruptions can ramify over time to produce very different outcomes.  
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As indicated in Table 4, conquests drop slightly when TRM's terrain gets rougher, as the 

defensive bonus afforded to mountain tribes prevents quick victories. There is also an interaction 

between terrain and initial population, which is exactly what we would expect given the result in 

Figure 1; fewer conquests, other things equal, will produce more states. The origins of the 

interaction, however, require a careful examination of which tribes tend to survive the scenario's 

early cycles, and why.  

Table 4: TRM OLS Results: Mechanisms

Dependent variable:

conquests fighters stability

(1) (2) (3)

resourcesd �9.382⇤⇤⇤ 0.0005⇤⇤⇤ 0.008
(3.051) (0.0001) (0.028)

density 4.303⇤⇤⇤ 0.0001⇤⇤⇤ �0.011⇤⇤⇤

(0.380) (0.00001) (0.003)

expand �74.148⇤⇤⇤ �0.001⇤⇤⇤ 0.112⇤⇤⇤

(0.610) (0.00002) (0.006)

inequality”medium” 42.478 �0.0002 0.264
(37.365) (0.001) (0.339)

inequality”none” 7.182 �0.001 0.095
(37.360) (0.001) (0.339)

lanchester 10, 186.420⇤⇤⇤ �0.102⇤⇤⇤ 22.508⇤⇤⇤

(101.685) (0.003) (0.924)

bounded �670.508⇤⇤⇤ �0.033⇤⇤⇤ 2.501⇤⇤⇤

(30.505) (0.001) (0.277)

resourcesd:density �0.036⇤⇤⇤ 0.00000 �0.001⇤⇤⇤

(0.013) (0.00000) (0.0001)

Constant 10, 531.100⇤⇤⇤ 0.198⇤⇤⇤ 56.019⇤⇤⇤

(105.669) (0.003) (0.960)

Observations 5,278 5,278 5,278
R2 0.831 0.528 0.212
Adjusted R2 0.831 0.527 0.211
Residual Std. Error (df = 5269) 1,108.105 0.031 10.064
F Statistic (df = 8; 5269) 3,237.055⇤⇤⇤ 736.257⇤⇤⇤ 177.101⇤⇤⇤

Note:

⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01
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The first pattern to note in the time series data is that state consolidation occurs the fastest in 

model runs with relatively smooth terrain. In these situations, all tribes are on a relatively even 

footing, and there is little standing in the way of conquest, meaning that consolidation proceeds 

very quickly. On average, smooth-terrain systems lose about 80% of their states in the first 25% 

of the model run, compared to about 60% for the other systems. 

 

State consolidation in TRM runs with relatively smooth terrain occurs earlier because of which 

tribes tend to survive the scenario's early cycles. In particular, the tribes that are randomly placed 

on high spots (such as they are) in the smooth-terrain runs thrive, especially in low-population-

density scenarios. I call these tribes "hillfolk," and define them as members of a state founded by 

a tribe with a starting elevation greater than the average starting elevation of all tribes. Note that 

hillfolk can live anywhere--including in low-elevation, resource-rich areas—provided that their 

state expanded there from upland areas.  
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Figure 3 shows that the military bonus awarded to hillfolk appears to outweigh the production 

penalty they suffer up to a resourcesd value of about 10, increasing to 20 in low-density runs (the 

red and yellow lines above, respectively). The bonus allows them to eliminate lowlander 

neighbors and expand into wealthier territories early on in the run. However, in runs where 

resourcesd exceeds this threshold, hillfolk are hamstrung by the poor resource values of their 

home territories and can't expand out of the mountains fast enough, resulting in envelopment by 

more numerous lowlanders.  
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Figure 4 shows that the interaction with population density also comes from the fact that hillfolk 

still kill each other off early in high density / smooth terrain scenarios. Observe the slight 

downward movement of the blue and purple lines (generated by data from runs with resourcesd 

over 30) from the left-hand to the right-hand pane. When density is high and the terrain is rough, 

the defensive advantage of the hillfolk increases to the point that they are slightly less likely to 

kill one another. The effect is subtle but decisive because it occurs in the critical expansionary 

phase of the run; it results in neighboring hillfolk getting in each others' way, delaying state 

formation to the point that lowlanders can gather the resources necessary to overwhelm their 

mountain fortresses.  
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Figures 5 and 6 connect the fate of hillfolk at the beginning of each run to the fate of the system 

as a whole. One way to characterize the system at the end of each run is by the size of the 

hegemon, or the largest state in the system. Figure 5 demonstrates that although TRM produces 

more lowlander hegemons than hillfolk hegemons on average—about 75% of runs end in a 
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lowlander hegemon—hillfolk hegemons are much more likely to come out of runs with 

reasonably smooth terrain, particularly in high-density scenarios. Figure 6 further indicates that 

the biggest hegemons TRM can produce tend to have hillfolk origins; that being said, the 

survival of a moderate number of hillfolk until the end of the run tends to reduce the eventual 

size of the hegemon, whether that hegemon ends up being a hillfolk hegemon or not.  

 

Let us connect the dots back to the curious positive interaction noted earlier between territorial 

roughness and initial population density when explaining the number of states to come out of a 

TRM model run. First, hillfolk are most able to defeat one another early on in model runs with 

the least territorial roughness and low initial population density. Second, hillfolk hegemons 

emerge most often from such model runs. Third, hillfolk hegemons are, on average, 10% larger 

than lowlander hegemons, mostly because they eliminate a larger percentage of hillfolk before 

they can fully dig in defensively. And finally, the larger the hegemon, the fewer the number of 

states in the system, ceteris paribus.  

 

Conclusion 

To summarize, TRM successfully elucidates a conquest-based mechanism that can account for 

the positive correlation between difficult terrain and ethnic diversity in real-world data. 

Moreover, careful analysis of TRM data provides a more nuanced account of how ethnic 

consolidation might occur when contingency and path dependence are in play. In particular, the 

insight that the largest states of all can grow out of areas that are less productive, but whose 

inhabitants enjoy certain military advantages, squares with certain notable cases from the 

historical record: the Hunnic, Arabian Muslim, and Mongol Empires spring quickly to mind. In 
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each of those cases, the hillfolk (or steppe dwellers, or desert nomads) consolidated the tribes of 

the hinterlands and then rapidly conquered more populated and productive areas. 

 

Of course, most states did not simply kill off everyone they conquered to take their land, as the 

tribes in TRM do; more typically, they either forged a nation out of disparate peoples or fell 

apart. This process is the subject of the next chapter. 
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4. Modeling Political Conflict's Effects on National Identity 

The last chapter supplied some possible connections between a given territory's primordial 

geographical configuration and the resulting ethnic composition of the people that lived there 

hundreds to thousands of years ago. However, this is only the first half of the job of explaining 

modern national cohesion—and perhaps the less important half, to boot. This chapter's 

Ideological Alliances Model (IAM) seeks close the circuit connecting ethnic identity to national 

cohesion, again by way of conflict, but this time within the more complex environment of the 

early nation-state.  

 

Starting in Late Medieval and Early Modern eras and continuing into the Industrial Revolution, 

many important technological, political, and economic changes expanded the number of 

dimensions along which an individual could define his or her individual identity. Occupation, 

social class, city, religion, political party, and ideology joined language, ethnicity, homeland, 

family, and tribe, and in some cases supplanted them. The old forms of association that remained 

relevant tended to grow in complexity as well. Moreover, while physical combat remained a 

vitally important form of contestation in both intrastate and international politics, new forms of 

interaction and association relying more on ideological or imagined than geographic or genetic 

proximity quickly rose in importance.  

 

Moving from primordial ethnic identity to constructed national identity requires an entirely new 

modeling approach that reflects the circumstantial and malleable nature of coalition politics 

inside modernizing nation-states. In lieu of TRM's essentialized ethnic kingdoms, where each 

group is always an enemy to all other groups and there is no provision for shades of gray in 
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either identity or behavior, the groups in this chapter's Ideological Alliances Model (IAM) move 

closer to or further away from one another in terms of identity. Thus, they can be allies against 

an attacking party in one cycle of the model, and fighting one another as enemies the next. 

Furthermore, IAM's groups are never eliminated from the model, although they may temporarily 

or permanently fuse with one another to create more powerful composite groups.  

 

In addition to being partially based on mechanics!and!ideas!from!the!work!of!LarsGErik!Cederman!

(especially!the!model!of!emergent!nationalism!found!in!Cederman!1997)!and!Robert!Axelrod!

(especially!Chapters!4,!6!and!7!of!Axelrod!1997),!IAM's construction is also informed by the recent 

literature on the causal relationship between political competition and identity in developing 

countries. For instance, scholars have found that in African countries, the relative political 

salience of an individual's ethnic, occupational, and class identities responds to external political 

and economic circumstances, such as whether an election is taking place soon. Another relevant 

finding concerns the coincidence of anti-Muslim riots with local elections in India, suggesting 

that politicians mobilize ethnic violence to consolidate voters and get them to the polls 

(Wilkinson 2006; Bannon, Miguel and Posner 2004; Eifert, Miguel and Posner 2010). Such 

studies provide good evidence that identity cleavages both create, and are created by, political 

conflict.  

 

However, it is equally clear that competitive identity politics can result in a variety of outcomes, 

ranging from national unification to endless civil conflict between factions. There are many 

theoretical models that relate various factors from a state's history to the speed and degree of its 

consolidation into a cohesive nation-state, in both the pre-Modern and postcolonial contexts. For 

instance, Clemens Kroneberg and Andreas Wimmer built a game-theoretical model connecting 
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the degree of state centralization and the development of civil society to the success of nation 

building projects in France and the Ottoman Empire (Kroneberg and Wimmer 2012).  

 

This model provides many important insights about national consolidation, and also makes 

innovative use of an alliance mechanism that can lead to the development of a shared identity 

over time. However, its lack of parsimony renders it of dubious use in understanding the process 

of national consolidation. In particular, it makes too many strong assumptions about the nature of 

the actors involved—they are split into four groups along two axes (elite/masses and 

central/peripheral), each of which has different powers and prerogatives—as well as the structure 

of the nation-state itself, where all transactions are governed by an arbitrarily equal combination 

of economic and cultural logics. It also treats conflict between groups as an outcome that falls 

outside of the model, rather than the prevalent behavioral option within it. 

 

By contrast, IAM assumes as little as possible other than the existence of the state as an arena for 

competition between groups. All of the model's agents are behaviorally identical, and each has 

the opportunity to unify the nation under their leadership, although that opportunity may or may 

not be equal depending on initial parameterization. Furthermore, nations that become unified 

need not stay that way, because the probabilistic nature of model allows for agents to experience 

identity drift over time. This simple design results in a flexible yet powerful model that 

reproduces several notable historical trajectories for nation-state formation, including national 

unification, stable diversity, and unstable diversity. 
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Model Theory and Construction 

IAM is a simple network that models the unsettled transition period between the primordial 

ethnic kingdom or dynastic/colonial empire and the modern nation-state. At this point in time, 

technical, military and economic revolutions allowed many new groups of people to gain 

political awareness, form new connections with one another, and compete for power in an 

essentially anarchical fashion.  

 

Daniel Nexon and others have referred to the complex system of overlapping and shifting 

relationships predominating during Europe's Early Modern period as the "composite state." 

Sovereign territoriality had evolved to the point that dynastic monarchs could claim ownership of 

the territories within a set of borders, but the facts on the ground were often quite different due to 

the major influence of local nobles, municipalities, merchant guilds, and religious leaders. 

Furthermore, there were no unified national identities. Instead, individuals mostly expressed 

loyalty to their places of birth and their family, ethnic, religious, or linguistic groups (Nexon 

2009).  

 

IAM captures these dynamics by placing a number of agents in a ring formation where each 

agent is connected to its neighbors. These default connections reflect a basic level of geographic 

proximity. On top of that, agents are also randomly connected to an arbitrary number of other 

agents, with an increase in network density representing dynastic, commercial, religious, or other 

kinds of translocal relationships growing between agents as communication and transportation 

technologies improve (Mann 1986).  
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Finally, agents are endowed with a randomly assigned set of identity attributes, represented a bit 

string of arbitrary length. Each bit in the string could represent any number of distinct forms of 

association, such as language, religion, caste, class, occupation, or tribe. In the real world there 

are often many more than two choices along these dimensions, but in the context of the model, 

using a longer base-2 string instead of a base-N string is slightly more efficient. The model also 

issues a randomly drawn initial amount of power to each agent to reflect some level of 

heterogeneity in starting positions.  

 

At the beginning of each model cycle, each agent receives a fixed amount of power to replenish 

their store, and then 10% of the agents are "activated," meaning that they can make an attack on 

another agent they are connected to. An agent decides which neighbor to attack by comparing the 

similarity levels of their bit strings, and the neighbor that is least similar to them then becomes a 

potential target. IAM uses this quantity, known in information theory as the "Hamming 

distance," to determine similarity because social psychological research indicates that group 

differences determine levels of out-group bias on a cumulative basis (see, for instance, Snellman 

and Ekehammar 2005). Whether or not that potential target is actually attacked depends on a few 

other criteria, however. The potential target may not also be active that turn, and the active agent 

must have a positive mathematical expectation that attacking the potential target would result in 

a power gain. The agents in IAM are therefore ethnocentric first and economically rational 

second, meaning that they might forgo a chance at maximum profit by not attacking a relatively 

similar group, but they won't conduct economically irrational attacks on relatively alien groups 

either. Furthermore, they will never attack agents that share their exact identity, because they 

have effectively become the same actor. 
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This decision rule is justified by research on the tradeoff between ethnic preference and 

economic rationality. For instance, Habyarimana et. al. conducted a series of dictator game 

experiments in the slums of Kampala, finding that co-ethnics tended to play cooperative 

strategies, likely due to sanctioning mechanisms within ethnic social networks (Habyarimana et. 

al. 2007). And while some ethnic violence may be fundamentally irrational, especially on the 

level of the individual, there is also a substantial body of literature suggesting that organized 

ethnic violence generally delivers economic, political, or associational benefits to the in-group 

(Gagnon 1994, Aspinall 2008, van Klinken 2007). 

 

Each agent's expected gain from attacking a particular target is calculated as follows. Two agents 

in combat do an amount of damage to one another based on their power levels: formally, their 

power levels are multiplied by a lanchester coefficient, which represents the state of military 

technology (Lanchester 1916). After the attacker and defender damage one another in combat, 

the remaining pool of power is split up into two arbitrary fractions. The chance that the attacker 

wins the larger fraction depends on its fraction of the remaining power pool after combat.  

 

Victorious attackers also receive a power bonus depending on their degree of ethnic dissimilarity 

to the target. The bonus is intended to capture the extra relative utility derived from defeating a 

more alien group as opposed to a less alien one. In the context of the model, this bonus might be 

interpreted as marginal gains from looting a group that has goods you do not already own 

(essentially a comparative advantage mechanism); or the political benefits derived from 

eliminating a group with radically different preferences from political contention; or the 
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psychological benefits accruing to a group that has weakened or eliminated an alien culture. The 

bonus is calculated by multiplying the degree of ethnic dissimilarity between the combatants by a 

constant adjusted for the average wealth of agents in the system.  

 

If the active agent picks a target from its neighbors, that target has an opportunity to form an 

alliance with one of its other neighbors to fight the attacker. It seeks out its most powerful 

neighbor and asks it for an alliance. The potential ally then compares its bit string to both the 

defender than the attacker to see which it is most similar to. If it is more similar to the defender, 

it becomes an ally and "lends" half of its power to the defender for the purposes of combat. 

When combat is over, the ally receives half of the defender's power as a "return" for its 

investment, win or lose.  

 

The basic intuition for this behavior comes from structural balance theory in international 

relations, whereby alliance and conflict relationships between are thought to maintain some 

degree of internal logical consistency (Healy and Stein 1973, Maoz et. al. 2007). The difference 

in IAM is that friend and enemy are governed by relative cultural distance. The system is best 

summed up by a Bedouin proverb: "I against my brother; my brother and I against my cousin; 

my brother, my cousin and I against the stranger," (Khalaf 1990). 

 

Vitally, combat can also lead to a shift in the ethnocultural makeup of the participants. If the 

attacker wins, it earns a chance to change one of the defender's ethnocultural "bits" by selecting 

one of its own bits at random and comparing it to the defender's equivalent bit. If they differ, the 

defender's bit is switched to match that of the attacker, making them more similar in terms of 
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identity. This mechanism represents a policy of cultural assimilation by the victor—not unlike 

the Crusaders forcing the conversion to Christianity of the Muslims they did not kill in Syria and 

Lebanon, or British educational policies in India during the Raj (Cutler 1968, Viswanathan 

1988).  

 

The same process occurs between a defender and its ally when they win a fight against an 

attacker. There are many examples from history of allies drawing closer together culturally in the 

face of a military threat, including the Greek Delian League against the Persians, the Aztec 

Triple Alliance against the Azcapotzalco, the colonial United States against the United Kingdom, 

or Bismarckian Germany against France. Social psychologists have experimentally verified that 

threats from an out-group tend to homogenize the identities of in-group members (Rothgerber 

1997). 

 

When subjected to these mechanisms for competition and homogenization, the system tends to 

consolidate over time, while power tends to concentrate with the most successful agents. As the 

system consolidates, fighting naturally slows down: there are fewer viable targets for aggressors 

to consider, and those that remain viable may not be different enough to be worth attacking, due 

to the reduced bonus. That being said, new ethnic combinations may also emerge as a result of 

the random recombination of identity traits after combat, injecting additional diversity into the 

system.  
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Model Variables and Measurement 

IAM's purpose to determine the circumstances under which the consolidation of national identity 

takes place when heterogeneous subnational groups are in open political and/or military conflict 

against one another. IAM's main treatment variables are the number of agents in the system; the 

maximum initial power of each agent in the system (in other words, the initial level of inequality 

between groups); the number of ethnic or cultural dimensions in an individual agent's identity; 

and the number of additional connections each agent forms with other agents.  

 

Upon initialization, each agent receives a random identity, a random power level, and random 

connections to other agent, provided that this quantity is greater than 0. Note that groups may 

randomly start with the same identities, even though they may or may not be connected with one 

another. This is more likely to occur in systems with smaller numbers of agents, as well as in 

systems where identities are less complex.  

 

The main outcome of interest is the state of the system, as measured by the level of homogeneity 

and stability of individual agent identities over time. There are three possible outcomes: stable 

unitary, where one identity has taken over all the agents to establish a cohesive nation; stable 

diversity, where national consolidation has not occurred and no agent has fought another for 25 

cycles in a row; and unstable diversity, where the system does not reach either of the first two 

states after 10,000 model cycles. I also measure several secondary outcome variables concerning 

the distribution of power in the system, including the number of groups of agents with identical 

bitstrings, the percent of total power controlled by the most powerful agent, the mean power per 

agent, and the standard deviation in power per agent. 
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The data that follows are derived from 2,700 IAM runs. These runs were evenly split between 

every combination of the following values for the model's treatment variables. 

 

 

 

Model Results and Discussion 

The most common outcome in the IAM experiment described above was unstable diversity, 

which occurred in about 46% of runs, followed by unity (31%) and stable diversity (23%).   

 

 

Table 1: IAM Experiment Treatment Variables

Variable Number of Agents Init Power Max Identity Dimensions Additional Connections

Short Name agents powermax dimensions connections

Experimental Range 10, 15, ...50 10, 100 4, 6, 8 0, 2, 4, 6, 8

Table 2: IAM Experiment Logit Results

Dependent variable:

unity stability cycling

(1) (2) (3)

agents �0.096⇤⇤⇤ �0.024⇤⇤⇤ 0.095⇤⇤⇤

(0.005) (0.004) (0.004)

powermax 0.005⇤⇤⇤ �0.013⇤⇤⇤ 0.009⇤⇤⇤

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

dimensions �0.969⇤⇤⇤ �0.004 0.748⇤⇤⇤

(0.044) (0.030) (0.035)

connections 0.344⇤⇤⇤ �0.268⇤⇤⇤ �0.007
(0.022) (0.019) (0.017)

Constant 5.596⇤⇤⇤ 1.124⇤⇤⇤ �8.082⇤⇤⇤

(0.306) (0.236) (0.326)

Observations 2,700 2,700 2,700
Log Likelihood -1,021.225 -1,266.213 -1,288.522
Akaike Inf. Crit. 2,052.451 2,542.427 2,587.043

Note:

⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01
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The basic logistic regressions in Table 2 above reveal the most important predictors for each 

kind of system outcome. Other things equal, the chances of system unity are benefitted by a 

larger number of connections between agents, such that if each agent adds a connection to 

another agent, the probability of unity increases by about 8%. However, increasing the 

complexity of individual identities or the number of agents in the system makes unity less 

likely—by about 24% and 2.5%, respectively. The chances of stable diversity are largest in 

sparsely populated, relatively egalitarian systems where agents are isolated from one another. 

Finally, unstable diversity is most common in systems with lots of agents, a relatively large 

amount of initial inequality, and many different dimensions of identity for agents to disagree on. 

Somewhat counter-intuitively, the number of connections between agents does not seem to affect 

the chances of an unstable outcome in either direction. 

 

These results generally adhere to a number of stylized facts from the state formation, civil war, 

and nationalism literatures. For instance, James Scott has written extensively about the role of 

communication in developing states, arguing that the success or failure of state formation hinges 

on the battle to bring recalcitrant outlying groups into direct contact with the central government. 

Scott cites the example of Dervish mystic groups playing a kind of hide-and-seek game with 

Ottoman administrators; while the bureaucrats tried to find collaborators among the Dervish 

leadership and set up chiefdoms, the Dervishes responded by dispersing into smaller, less 

centralized groups that were even more difficult to keep track of (Scott 2010). If the Ottomans 

and the Dervishes lived in IAM instead of 17th century Anatolia, the former would prefer a 

unitary system and the latter would prefer one characterized by stable diversity. 
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On the other hand, in a confrontation between a nascent central government that is attempting to 

consolidate its control (unity) and one or several ambitious regional power brokers that want to 

overthrow the emerging order (unstable diversity), the key arena is identity. The government will 

seek, in Eugen Weber's terminology, to turn 'peasants into Frenchmen' by eliminating 

dimensions of identity wherever it can, generally starting with regional languages or dialects that 

are mutually unintelligible with the state language. The main tools of the centralizing state's trade 

are primary education and compulsory military service (Weber 1976). Conversely, the addition 

of additional cleavages in identity can help challengers stave off political unification, although 

the costs of doing so can be quite high due to the increase in fighting4.  

 

One of the best historical examples of this principle in action occurred during the Dutch Revolts. 

According to Daniel Nexon, the sharp nature of the ideological cleavage between Calvinism and 

Catholicism was the decisive factor that enabled William of Orange and other regional princes to 

resist Hapsburg consolidation of the Low Countries. Although William was initially a moderate 

who sought compromise between Phillip II and the disaffected Protestant nobles of the Low 

Countries, his coalition contained Calvinist militants who refused to negotiate with the Imperial 

administration under any circumstances. Eventually, Orange saw that Calvinist intransigence 

could be deployed to increase his leverage in negotiations with the Spanish Empire, and his 

rhetoric shifted to highlight the role of the Protestant identity in the rebellion (Nexon 2009). 

 

Decomposing IAM's time series data by degree of connectivity, dimensionality of identity and 

system outcome demonstrates how concentration of power intersects with the concentration of 

identity during the process of state formation. In Figure 1 on the following page, the graphs are 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 See Appendix D, Table 1 for this result. 
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facetted along the x-axis by connectivity and along the y-axis by dimensionality of identity; in 

other words, the upper-right graph displays time series data from model runs with eight 

additional connections between agents who have four bits in their identity strings, while the 

lower-left graph is two additional connections and eight bits. Meanwhile, the color of the lines 

denotes the outcome of the system (blue for unity, green for stability, and red for instability), 

while the thickness of the line shows us the relative frequency of that outcome, with thicker lines 

being more frequent. Finally, the y-axis measures the percent of the system's power held by its 

strongest identity group and the x-axis measures the number of model cycles. For these runs, the 

number of agents and the maximum starting power per agent are held constant at 30 and 100, 

respectively. I ran each scenario 10 times and averaged the outcomes to create the graphs. 

 

 

 

Breaking down the model in this way reveals several interesting patterns. First, there is only a 

single thin blue line in the bottom row of graphs, meaning that system unity occurs very rarely in 
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runs characterized by a maximum number of identity cleavages. Instead, these runs generally end 

in instability. This is why the government's promotion of the "secular religion" of nationalism 

becomes such a critical component of state formation in the modern era—without a way to 

supersede and de-politicize the new identity cleavages associated with the modernization 

process, the governing party may find itself challenged by powerful new identity groups for 

control of the state.  

 

Second, there are no red lines in the first two graphs in the upper-left corner, meaning that 

system instability does not occur in low-cleavage, low-connectivity situations. These runs only 

end in unity or stable diversity, and they tend to do so in relatively short order. In the real world, 

these runs roughly correspond to states that began to modernize early on when technology was 

relatively primitive.  

 

Third, there is some degree of nonlinearity in the effects of connectivity on system outcome in 

low-cleavage scenarios. In particular, an increase from 2 to 4 extra connections along the top row 

makes unity much more likely—the thickness of the blue line expands significantly—but 

increasing from 4 to 6 makes it somewhat less likely. This "sweet spot" for state formation 

perhaps reflects the difference between the early modernizers, such as the Netherlands or the 

United Kingdom, and the later modernizers, such as Germany and Italy. All of that said, an 

increase in connectivity does tend to increase the relative power of the hegemon, other things 

equal; this remains true even if the system does not achieve unity.  
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Fourth, it is possible for the dominant identity group to accrue very large percentages of the 

system's power without successfully consolidating the system. Even very weak groups can 

survive long enough for the model run to end via the stability cutoff by accepting a large degree 

of assimilation; in such cases, it no longer makes economic sense for the dominant group to 

attack them. Although there is no provision for this in IAM, the risk for such heavily assimilated 

minorities historically has been that the dominant group will suddenly switch a key component in 

its identity or manifest an entirely new cleavage, opening the minority back up to attack. Such 

changes, which are often precipitated by regime changes and/or civil wars, can in turn lead to 

genocides (Harff 2003).  

 

Fifth, the most powerful groups in runs characterized by unstable diversity are rarely as strong as 

those found in runs that end in unity or stable diversity. The pattern of resistance to the potential 

hegemon appears to vary by cleavage level, however.  
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In Figure 2 above, we see that in low-cleavage scenarios characterized by unstable diversity, the 

opposition tends to coalesce into one or two strong groups that are capable of militarily resisting 

the hegemon's efforts to assimilate them militarily. By contrast, the opposition in high-cleavage 

scenarios remains quite fragmented.  

 

When we consider Figures 1 and 2 together, the reasons for this pattern become clear. First, the 

slope of the red lines in Figure 1 indicates that hegemonic take-off tends to occur sooner in 

lower-cleavage scenarios. However, the shorter bit strings of the potential victims also facilitate 

early defensive alliance activity and consolidation, resulting in a reasonably peaceful, albeit 

tense, bipolar or tripolar system. In higher-cleavage scenarios, hegemonic formation is delayed 

because the larger average Hamming distance between agents makes it more difficult for victors 

to impose their identities on the vanquished. The same principle applies to those seeking 

defensive alliances, however. The result is a war of all against all: a multitude of smaller groups 

contending with one another as well as the potential hegemon.  

 

Conclusion 

To summarize, modern patterns of nation-state formation emerge when both identity and power 

are allowed to vary endogenously based on exogenous changes in connectivity and identity. 

IAM's results demonstrate that the job of building a unitary state goes fastest and most decisively 

in the early stages of the modernization process, when connectivity between agents is low and 

the relative cultural distance between them is small. Increased connectivity by way of 

technological improvement complicates matters somewhat, but generally results in a more 

powerful central group.  
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By contrast, attempting to build a nation-state out of a collection of groups that can disagree on 

many different facets of identity is exceptionally difficult; even achieving an outcome of stable 

diversity is rare in such situations. This has unfortunately been the situation in parts of the 

developing world, especially sub-Saharan Africa and South Asia, where countries tend to have 

weak central governments surrounded by warring tribal and religious groups.    
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5. Conclusion 

This project locates the fundamental source of modern national cohesion in a path-dependent 

process driven by conflict between groups. I have investigated that process by splitting it into 

two sub-processes separated by humanity's level of technological development, and then built a 

computational model to examine conflict-based consolidation in each era.  

 

The Territorial Resources Model in Chapter 3 focused on our pre-technological ancient history—

when an individual's livelihood and identity were closely tied to their specific geography. By 

contrast, the Ideological Alliances Model in Chapter 4 moved to the far more complex modern 

era, where the prevailing form of distance between groups has increasingly switched from the 

realm of the physical to the realm of the imagined or socially constructed.  

 

Although the two models are different in their construction, they form two halves of a whole 

connecting the conquests of antiquity to the politics of the modern day. Starting from truly 

exogenous primordial geography, TRM produces some number of internally homogenous ethnic 

groups, all of whom hate each other equally and will therefore fight one another whenever 

location and rationality allow. IAM, meanwhile, takes these same groups as its starting point and 

endows them with more nuanced identities and behaviors. In particular, IAM expands the range 

of hatred between TRM's groups from a single point to many shades of gray, such that they may 

now agree on some matters while disagreeing on others. Also, since IAM's agents are able to 

distinguish one connected neighbor from another by relative cultural distance, they can choose 

whom to prey upon and whom to protect from third-party predation.  
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Depending on the starting number of agents and the distribution of identity, power, and 

connections, IAM's system evolves towards one of three basic outcomes for the modern nation-

state: unity, where all agents share the same identity and therefore constitute a single nation; 

stable diversity, where agents have different identities but have stopped fighting one another, 

allowing for a kind of ethnic federalism or perhaps peaceful secession; and unstable diversity, 

where agents are locked in a long-term cycle of violence.    

 

I am very aware of the fact that TRM and IAM are full of strong assumptions and simplifications 

that provide grounds for argument. For one thing, breaking a continuous path-dependent process 

into two discrete halves is not ideal from a theoretical standpoint, even if it makes programming 

the models far more expedient. For instance, we know that relations between ancient kingdoms 

never truly resembled a Hobbesian war of "all against all" as they do in TRM, but were instead 

mediated by diplomacy and characterized by gradations of conflict and cooperation, more like 

they do in IAM. By the same token, the physical and geographic factors that simply dropped out 

of the model in the transition from TRM to IAM remain vitally important into the present day, as 

any U.S. Marine who has seen combat in places like Afghanistan would attest.  There is also no 

provision for agents to remember their interactions with others in either model, so many 

important aspects of international relations—trust, credibility, mutual gains from trade, and the 

shadow of the future, among others—are entirely absent from these virtual worlds. 

 

Nevertheless, I believe that TRM and IAM have succeeded in reproducing important historical 

patterns of nation-state formation despite these limitations. By building on a few simple theories 
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of intergroup conflict, the models can generate everything from the rise of a massive, pre-modern 

nomadic empire to the collapse of a modernizing nation-state into warring factions.  

 

In a very broad sense, the models have demonstrated the theoretical viability of conflict as both a 

universal solvent and universal binding agent of human history. I draw a loose parallel between 

conflict in human political systems and heat in thermodynamical systems, in that the presence of 

conflict indicates that the system is becoming more organized over time. Conflict dissolves 

inefficient or unbalanced institutions; it catalyzes the development of the new technologies 

necessary to create improved organizations; and it then allows those new entities to reconstitute 

themselves out of the constituent parts of the old. 

 

The metaphor is not exact because human beings define themselves in uniquely non-linear ways, 

allowing new cleavages in identity to seemingly emerge from nowhere. However, if we consider 

the only truly closed social system we are aware of, the Earth itself, the overall trajectory 

towards a zero-entropy state is quite clear, especially over the last several hundred years. It may 

take us a very long time to get there—and there is always the possibility of our hitting the real-

world version of IAM's arbitrary 10,000-cycle cutoff before we make it—but my research 

suggests that eventually we will arrive at a peaceful global equilibrium. It further suggests that 

the process would be significantly accelerated by the discovery of additional out-groups outside 

of the system. These are not original ideas (see, for instance, Wendt 1999, 2003). But my models 

provide some level of empirical support for them. 
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The models have also contributed a new approach for modeling realistic human behavior. While 

the behavior of the agents in each model is highly constrained, it does not follow the profit 

maximization logic baked into most rational choice models of conflict. Much of the intergroup 

conflict we see, both in the historical record and in the present day, is born out of an emotional 

appeal—the sheer tribal joy and sense of self-worth humans seem to derive from fighting the 

different and the strange—that cannot be regarded as strictly rational, at least on the individual 

level. I chose to attenuate this motivating force in TRM and IAM somewhat by disallowing 

suicide attacks, but I think that my compromise approach does capture a good deal of the same 

effect in the results. 

 

Finally, although the models produce the theoretically expected results, time series analysis 

reveals that they do not arrive at those results in a strictly linear fashion. Much of the "action" 

takes place in the very early stages of each run and depends on the initial placements, 

connections, and endowments of the agents. Thus, just as the history of the real world is 

demonstrably inefficient, the virtual histories told by TRM and IAM are both sensitive to initial 

conditions and able to produce cases that escape the typical basins of attraction. While we cannot 

say whether or not the First World War would have taken place if Franz Ferdinand's car had not 

taken its wrong turn past Gavrilo Princip, we give history credit where it is due when we allow 

for such possibilities in our models. 

 

Next Steps 

TRM and IAM are the first two steps in a larger research agenda involving the computational 

analysis of nation-state formation. The immediate next step in this agenda, as I see it, is to 
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combine the two models into a single model that endogenizes technological development. 

Currently, change both within and between TRM and IAM depends on exogenous changes in 

technology, which I have operationalized as changes in identity, connectivity, productivity, and 

conflict. This choice certainly made it easier for me to develop the models in their initial form, 

but only at the cost of external validity.  

 

Historically speaking, technological progress has clearly not been exogenous to the development 

of the nation-state. In fact, the two have very much gone hand-in-hand. The state provides an 

incubating environment for technological innovation via the provision of safe markets, property 

rights, and patent rights. On top of that, massive state spending during wartime catalyzes 

quantum leaps in technology that eventually diffuse into everyday usage. Although technology 

may begin to escape the purview of the state at some point in the 21st century—open-source and 

network-enabled platforms like Bitcoin could eventually offer a fascinating test—it has certainly 

not done so yet. 

The simplest way to make technology an endogenous factor in a new model would be to tie its 

development to time in a linear fashion. In other words, the new model would start in a state 

resembling TRM, and then randomly add features and complexity to the agents and environment 

at set intervals, until it turned into something resembling IAM.  

 

However, the tradeoff is that this plan would render technological progress only semi-

endogenous because it would not be under the control of the agents themselves. In a truly ideal 

model, agents would have an opportunity to invest resources into technological development 

depending on the context—such that an agent would be able to spend resources on growing a 
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new connection to a potential ally when militarily threatened, for instance. Unfortunately, adding 

this kind of sophisticated decision-making ability to agents would make building, running, and 

interpreting the model at least an order of magnitude more difficult.   

 

I believe that after the agents in a computational model reach a certain point of complexity, an 

experimental framework involving human subjects becomes a better way to move the research 

agenda forward. Obviously, using people in place of agents saves significant programming 

effort, but the more important point is that it also removes the need for the researcher to 

arbitrarily decide what an agent will do (or is likely to do) in any given situation. The controlled 

experiment has long been the gold standard for research in the hard sciences, and many social 

scientists—including social psychologists and indeed political scientists—are now using 

experiments to great effect in their fields. 

 

But what kind of experiment would be best suited for research into the formation, maintenance, 

and dissolution of the nation-state? This is a process involving the coordination, spontaneous and 

otherwise, of millions of individuals making discrete choices over time that aggregate into 

important outcomes. Games played in a laboratory might be able to capture the dynamic nature 

of the decision-making environment we are studying, but no laboratory, either in a controlled 

setting or out in the field, can handle the necessary number of people. Conversely, an online 

survey experiment using vignettes can easily process huge numbers of people, but it lacks 

dynamism and interactivity.  
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I want to split the difference between these two established methodologies by developing an 

online participatory simulation. Such a Massively Multiplayer Online Participatory Simulation 

(MMOPS) would something in common with today's Massively Multiplayer Online Role-

Playing Games (MMORPGs), with the major difference that it would be designed from the 

ground up to answer a particular research question, even while players enjoyed competing with 

one another in the simulation world.  

 

This is a cutting-edge methodology, to be sure, but it is not completely unprecedented. 

Economists have been studying virtual economies in MMORPGs for more than a decade5. 

Edward Castronova of Indiana University, one of the principal exponents of virtual worlds 

research in academia, has referred to the MMORPG as "the social science equivalent of a Petri 

dish, or a supercollider"—in other words, a vastly expensive, but singularly useful, laboratory for 

conducting social science experiments (Castronova 2006). In fact, many of the game companies 

that make MMORPGs actually employ trained economists and political scientists to study and 

cultivate the institutions inside their virtual worlds. The problem is that all of the data generated 

by commercial MMORPGs is proprietary, and it is exceedingly rare for publishers to allow 

outside access to it, even for scientific reasons. 

 

Happily, there has never been a better time to begin development of the first purpose-built 

MMOPS. It is no longer necessary to spend millions of dollars or hire dozens of programmers to 

build one of these games, thanks to recent advances in game development technology. Nor is it 

necessary to spend additional millions distributing and marketing it, now that open access 

platforms like the iTunes App Store and Steam have grown to sufficient size. Although it would 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5!See!Lehdonvirta!2005!for!a!survey!of!early!work!in!this!area.!
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definitely take me a long time—perhaps as long as a year of full-time effort—I believe that I 

have the skills to develop and distribute a rudimentary MMOPS by myself. It is not unrealistic to 

think that I could turn TRM and/or IAM into an online game with dozens to hundreds of daily 

players, with a potential ceiling much higher than that. 

 

What would such a game look like? It would be very simple to play—somewhere between Risk 

and Checkers in terms of the complexity of the rule set. As in those classic board games and the 

TRM and IAM games, the game's goal would be to steadily expand one's control over virtual 

territory while accumulating power. The player would choose how to deploy his or her resources 

between economic and military investment; he or she would also choose which areas of the 

board to reinforce and which to attack. In other words, the players would stand in for agents and 

replace their predetermined behaviors with strategic choices, depending on events in the game 

world.  

 

Critically, this principle would also apply to each player's identity, such that no player would be 

required to treat another as an enemy. Friend and enemy status would be entirely context-

dependent and up to any individual player's interpretation, based on his or her history of 

interaction and communication with every other player. In this way, players would be free to 

form permanent alliances with one another to take on all comers; or to battle to the death as 

implacable enemies; or to simply treat each other as potentially dangerous rivals.  

 

The experimenter would be able to conduct experiments by manipulating the game environment, 

as well as certain aspects of player identities. For example, one experiment could involve cutting 
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the game's environmental resources in half midway through the game, to see how sudden 

extreme scarcity might affect emergent political structures. Another could venture into the 

minimal group paradigm by pairing off random players by color, to see if similarly colored pairs 

would be more likely to form an alliance during the course of the game.  

 

As in TRM and IAM, game outcomes could range from unity to fragmentation, but diplomacy 

and solidarity could join conquest as primary mechanisms. In theory, all the players in a game 

could simply agree to a peaceful resolution on the first turn and split the points between them, 

provided the experimenter allowed this as a possibility. One could even measure the propensity 

of players to form alliances as they gained experience by tracking individual behavior over a 

range of games. The analytical possibilities would be endless. 

I strongly believe that the MMOPS framework could revolutionize social science by providing 

us with an infinitely flexible—yet comparatively inexpensive—laboratory to conduct 

interdisciplinary experiments. I further believe that the development and promulgation of this 

methodology is more important to the social sciences than any particular research agenda, 

including my own. I therefore intend to pursue it in the upcoming years, regardless of my 

position in or out of the academy. 
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Appendix A. Territorial Resources Model (TRM) Technical Description 

!
Introduction!
!
The!Territorial!Resources!Model!(TRM)!is!an!agentGbased!model!of!primordial!state!
formation.!Individual!agents!are!let!loose!in!a!virtual!environment!to!compete!with!one!
another!via!expansion!and!conquest.!Each!individual!square!of!territory!in!the!environment!
strictly!trades!economic!productivity!against!elevation,!accounting!for!the!stylized!fact!that!
lower!elevations!tend!to!be!more!suitable!for!premodern!agriculture.!These!territorial!
values,!in!turn,!affect!a!tribe's!ability!to!produce!resources,!as!well!as!its!combat!
effectiveness.!In!this!way!the!system!comes!to!be!dominated!by!some!number!of!distinct!
"governments"!and!eventually!reaches!an!equilibrium!whereby!fighting!and!deaths!are!
minimized!and!overall!wealth!is!maximized.!
!
The!following!description!of!the!TRM!model!will!follow!the!ODD!Protocol!for!documenting!
agentGbased!models!(Railsback!and!Grimm!2011).!
!
Purpose!
!
TRM!is!primarily!designed!to!examine!the!effect!of!geography!on!the!formation!of!early!
states!in!terms!of!their!sizes!and!territorial!distributions.!
!
Entities,!State!Variables,!and!Scales!
!
The!TRM!model’s!entities!are!its!agents!and!its!territories.!!
!
Agents!(or!“turtles”)!represent!a!government!with!a!distinct!institutional!set.!Each!agent!is!
endowed!with!the!following!variables:!

• hillfolk.!A!binary!tracking!whether!or!not!the!agent!was!"born"!at!an!elevation!higher!
than!the!mean!starting!elevation!of!all!agents!in!the!simulation.!

• starting/elevation.!A!decimal!between!0!and!1!representing!the!elevation!of!the!
agent's!starting!territory.!

• starting/wealth.!The!wealth!an!agent!was!endowed!with!at!the!outset!of!the!
simulation!run.!

• wealth.!The!wealth!currently!possessed!by!the!agent.!An!agent’s!wealth!is!used!to!
fight,!expand,!pay!taxes,!and!provide!public!goods.!When!an!agent’s!wealth!is!
reduced!to!0,!it!dies!and!is!removed!from!the!model.!!

• my/group.!An!integer!between!0!and!some!arbitrary!number!representing!which!
group!the!agent!is!a!part!of.!!!

• fighter.!A!binary!tracking!whether!or!not!the!agent!fought!last!turn.!
• guns.!A!decimal!between!0!and!1!representing!the!fraction!of!an!agent's!resources!

that!are!redistributed!to!its!group's!fighters!every!turn.!
• butter.!A!decimal!between!0!and!1!that!modifies!the!agent's!production!level.!It!is!set!

to!1!–!guns.!
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• group/size.!A!current!count!of!agents!in!a!particular!agent's!group.!For!comparison!
against!last/group/size.!

• last/group/size.!Last!cycle's!count!of!agents!in!a!particular!agent's!group.!
!!!

Territories!(or!“patches”)!represent!a!specific!geographic!region!that!can!be!settled!by!a!
single!agent!at!any!given!time.!Each!territory!has!only!two!variables:!

• resource.!An!integer!between!0!and!100!representing!the!territory’s!overall!resource!
endowment.!This!variable!does!not!change!during!the!simulation.!

• elevation.!A!decimal!between!0!and!1!representing!the!territory's!elevation.!This!
variable!does!not!change!during!the!simulation.!It!is!set!to!(100!–!resource!/!100).!

!
In!addition,!TRM!uses!several!global!variables!to!keep!track!of!important!systemGlevel!
elements!in!the!simulation:!

• color/list.!A!list!of!25!distinct!colors!used!to!distinguish!one!government!from!
another!during!the!course!of!the!simulation.!

• groupGcounter.!An!integer!tracking!how!many!distinct!groups!there!are!in!the!
simulation.!

• turns/stable.!An!integer!keeping!track!of!how!many!turns!the!system!has!been!
“stable.”!!

• !significant/groups.!An!integer!keeping!track!of!how!many!governments!in!the!
system!are!“significant”!(meaning!that!they!control!5%!or!more!of!the!overall!
number!of!agents).!

• conquests.!An!integer!keeping!track!of!how!many!agents!have!been!eliminated!by!
aggressors!in!combat.!

• expansions.!An!integer!tracking!how!many!times!agents!have!expanded!to!nearby!
territories.!

• ticks.!The!count!of!model!cycles!so!far!in!the!simulation!run.!!
!
Process!Overview!and!Scheduling!
!
The!TRM!model’s!agents!are!programmed!to!perform!a!number!of!functions!each!turn!that,!
in!aggregate,!generate!complex!patterns!on!the!systemic!level.!This!section!will!describe!
the!order!in!which!these!functions!occur,!and!the!order!in!which!the!model’s!agents!are!
activated!to!execute!them.!More!detailed!descriptions!of!each!bold!function!will!be!
provided!in!the!Submodels!section!to!follow.!
!
Each!cycle,!the!model!runs!through!these!commands!in!this!order:!
!

1. All agents check-group-size to update group-size and last-
group-size. 

2. All agents who did not fight last turn produce wealth.  
3. All agents with sufficient wealth expand to a nearby empty 

territory. 
4. All agents combat a neighboring agent, if possible. 
5. All agents who did not fight last turn redistribute. 
6. Tick counter advances by 1. 
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7. If ticks = 100, the model run ends. 
!
!
Design!Concepts!
!
This!section!will!describe!the!theories!and!motivating!questions!that!have!gone!into!the!
TRM!model’s!construction,!as!well!as!provide!additional!details!on!how!the!TRM!model!
functions!as!a!complex!system.!
!
! Basic!Principles!
!

The!TRM!model!is!a!virtual!political!ecosystem!pitting!simple!collections!of!agents!
against!one!another!to!see!which!are!most!successful!in!a!variety!of!geographies!
under!conditions!of!anarchy.!!
!
The!TRM!model’s!mechanics!engage!with!several!notable!theoretical!frameworks!of!
state!formation,!interG!and!intraGstate!competition,!institutional!evolution,!political!
geography,!and!political!ecology.!There!are!three!main!underlying!concepts:!First,!
that!competitive!pressures!between!and!within!groups!struggling!to!survive!in!
anarchy!are!responsible!for!the!development!and!eventual!dominance!of!the!nationG
state(North!and!Weingast!1989;!Spruyt!1996;!Waltz!1979).!Second,!that!some!
historic!and!modern!nationGstates!have!failed!either!because!they!are!insufficiently!
strong!to!control!the!territory!within!their!borders!and!fall!to!internal!or!external!
predation,!or!so!strong!that!they!become!predatory!themselves!and!are!undone!by!
civil!or!interstate!wars!(Bates!2008;!Fukuyama!2011;!Herbst!1996).!!Third,!that!the!
geospatial!characteristics!of!a!state’s!territoryGGsuch!as!resource!levels,!placement,!
and!type,!as!well!as!terrain!and!elevation—have!a!significant!impact!on!its!
institutional!form!and!its!ultimate!chances!of!survival(Carneiro!1988;!1987;!
Diamond!1999;!Warren!2012).!

!
!! Emergence!

!
The!main!products!to!emerge!from!a!TRM!run!is!one!or!more!territorial!
governments,!which!may!be!conceived!of!as!states!or!statelike!subnational!actors,!
depending!on!their!size!and!relative!strength.!The!specific!configuration,!number,!
and!relative!strength,!of!these!governments!is!governed!by!the!system’s!underlying!
territorial!characteristics.!Agent!parameters!including!reproduction!and!mutation!
potential,!combat!damage!output,!and!upper!and!lower!rebellion!thresholds!may!
also!be!varied!to!generate!additional!patterns.!!

!
If!these!governments!are!considered!holistically,!rather!than!separately,!the!main!
product!to!emerge!from!TRM!is!some!variety!of!regional!or!continental!system.!
Generally!speaking,!these!systems!range!from!unity!to!fragmentation,!measured!by!
the!relative!size!of!the!largest!government,!as!well!as!the!number!of!governments!
controlling!5%!or!more!of!the!total!population.!The!evolutionary!trajectory!the!
system!follows!to!reach!its!final!state!is!also!significant,!so!the!model!additionally!
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measures!systemGlevel!variables!such!as!total!agents!deaths!and!total!wealth!to!
provide!a!picture!of!the!system’s!development!over!time.!

!
Adaptation,!Objectives,!Learning!and!Prediction!

!
Some!of!the!individual!agents!in!TRM!dynamically!adapt!their!behaviors!to!the!
model’s!environment!by!changing!the!amount!of!resources!they!send!to!their!state's!
"fighters"!on!the!borders,!depending!on!whether!or!not!their!state!is!growing!or!
shrinking!in!size.!However,!TRM's!agents!behave!in!a!completely!deterministic!
fashion.!There!is!no!opportunity!for!them!to!choose!between!alternative!behaviors!
whatsoever.!As!theoretical!constructs,!TRM’s!individual!agents!and!the!states!they!
form!are!therefore!similar!to!the!“billiard!ball”!political!units!from!Realist!
international!relations!theory!(Mearsheimer!2003;!Waltz!1979).!!
!
Every!agent’s!objective!is!to!survive!and!build!as!much!wealth!as!possible,!and!every!
agent!behaves!in!exactly!the!same!way!to!move!towards!this!objective.!

!
Sensing!and!Interaction!
!
TRM’s!agents!have!limited!sensory!capabilities!to!determine!the!optimum!territories!
to!expand!to!and!the!best!neighbors!to!fight.!By!default,!they!expand!to!the!
neighboring!territory!with!the!highest!resource!that!is!not!already!occupied,!and!
they!fight!the!weakest!available!neighbor.!Agents!are!required!to!expand!and/or!
fight!if!they!are!able!to.!
!
When!they!are!not!part!of!the!same!state,!agents!interact!by!fighting.!An!agent!can!
only!fight!agents!that!are!in!a!different!group,!and!only!if!its!will!do!more!damage!in!
proportional!terms!to!its!target!than!it!will!receive!in!return.!!When!they!fight,!each!
agent!simultaneously!reduces!the!other’s!wealth!by!an!amount!proportional!to!its!
own!wealth,!following!the!Lanchester!Model!of!combat!(Hirshleifer!2001).!However,!
agents!that!are!at!a!higher!elevation!take!less!damage!from!their!opponents;!they!
also!have!an!opportunity!to!participate!in!combat!first.!

!
Stochasticity!
!
In!TRM,!only!model!initialization!is!stochastic.!Initial!agent!placement!is!random,!as!
is!each!agent’s!color!and!institutional!set.!Initial!agent!wealth!and!territorial!
resources!and!elevation!are!randomly!drawn!from!a!uniform!distribution!bounded!
by!the!user.!

!
Collectives!
!
TRM!does!not!make!any!special!provision!for!collectives!of!agents!in!terms!of!data!
structures.!Instead,!states!grow!naturally,!from!the!inside!out,!through!the!
expansion!of!agents!that!do!not!fight!one!another.!!
!
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Observation!
!
TRM!measures!a!number!of!important!outcomes,!some!of!which!have!already!been!
discussed!above.!These!include:!

1. Mean!guns!and!butter!rates!for!all!the!agents!in!the!simulation.!!
2. The!percentage!of!agents!in!the!simulation!that!are!fighters.!
3. Standard!deviation!of!wealth!among!the!agents!in!the!simulation.!
4. Percentage!of!agents!in!the!simulation!that!are!hillfolk.!
5. Whether!or!not!the!largest!state!in!the!system!(the!hegemon)!is!hillfolk.!
6. The!total!number!of!different!groups!in!the!simulation.!

!
Model!Controls!and!Initialization!
!
TRM!runs!are!highly!customizable!by!the!user!using!the!following!initialization!options,!
starting!with!agent!controls:!

1. numGturtles:!controls!the!initial!population!of!the!TRM!environment,!ranging!from!1!
to!300!agents.!Initial!agent!placement!is!random.!

2. turtleGwealthGmin!and!turtleGwealthGmax:!controls!the!distribution!of!wealth!agents!
are!initially!endowed!with.!Both!sliders!range!from!1!to!100,!and!if!turtleGwealthG
min!is!less!than!turtleGwealthGmax,!each!agent’s!wealth!is!a!random!(uniform)!draw!
from!the!interval!between!the!two.!

3. lanchesterGcoefficient:!mediates!the!amount!of!damage!agents!do!to!one!another!
when!fighting.!Ranges!from!.1!to!.9,!with!higher!numbers!denoting!more!destructive!
combat.!

4. expandGrequirement:!controls!how!much!wealth!is!required!for!an!agent!to!expand!
(produce!an!offspring),!ranging!from!0!to!200.!

!
And!continuing!to!territorial!controls:!

1. patchGresourceGmin!and!patchGresourceGmax:!controls!the!distribution!of!resources!
territories!are!initially!endowed!with.!Works!identically!to!the!agent!wealth!sliders.!

2. elevationGresourceGcov:!a!switch!to!control!whether!territorial!elevation!and!
productivity!are!correlated!at!G1!(the!default),!1,!or!0.!

!
Subprocesses!
!
As!noted!above,!the!TRM!model!makes!use!of!a!number!of!subprocesses!to!drive!the!
behavior!of!individual!agents.!In!the!following!section!I!will!describe!in!detail!how!these!
and!other!important!behaviors!work.!
!
group-size-check 

1. Set the agent's last-group-size to group-size. 
2. Set the agent's group-size to the number of agents 

currently in its group. 
!
!
!
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produce 
1. If the agent's fighter value is 0, add the resource of the 

territory occupied by the agent times the agent’s butter to 
the agent’s wealth. 
 

expand 
1. If there are empty neighboring territories, the parent 

agent creates a new agent on the territory with the highest 
wealth. 

2. The child agent is identical to the parent, except that 
wealth and original-wealth is wealth of the parent times 
.5. 

3. wealth of the parent agent is cut in half, to reflect 
deadweight losses to expansion.   
 

combat 
1. In order of elevation, agents check to see if they have a 

target. 
2. If the agent does not have a target, it attempts to find 

one with target. 
3. If the agent has a target, they fight. 

 
target 

1. The neighboring agent with minimum wealth that is not a 
member of my-group becomes the agent’s my-target. 

2. If the agent finds a new target, the newly targeted agent 
sets its my-target reciprocally. 

3. If there are no available targets, the agent's target is 
set to 0. 

 
fight 

1. The agent sees if it will inflict more damage on its target 
than it will take, proportional to wealth levels, with 
checkdamage. 

2. If the attack is not profitable, the agent sets fighter to 
0 and the method ends. 

3. If the attack is profitable, the agent sets fighter to 1 
and damage is subtracted from each side. 

4. If damage reduces the agent's target's wealth below 0, the 
targeted agent dies (agents will not conduct suicidal 
attacks). 
 

checkdamage 
1. The agent calculates the difference in elevation between 

its target and itself. 
2. If the agent is uphill from its target, damage to each is 

the other's wealth times the simulation's lanchester-
coefficient. 
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3. If the agent is downhill from its target (attacking 
uphill), the damage it takes is multiplied by 1 + the 
absolute value of the elevation difference, and the damage 
it deals is multiplied by 1 – the absolute value of the 
elevation difference. 

 
redistribute 

1. Agents with fighter = 0 adjust-taxes. 
2. Those agents then give guns percentage of wealth to agents 

in the same my-group that border agents in other groups. 
 
adjust-taxes 

1. If an agent's last-group-size > group-size, raise guns by 
1%. Otherwise, lower guns by 1%. 

2. Guns must be 0 < x < 1. 
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Appendix B. Ideological Alliances Model (IAM) Technical Description!
!
!

Introduction!
!
The!Ideological!Alliances!Model!(IAM)!is!an!agentGbased!model!of!modern!nationGstate!
formation!and!dissolution.!Individual!agents!connect!to!one!another!in!a!random!network!
and!then!compete!for!scarce!resources.!Agents!choose!to!fight!or!ally!with!one!another!
based!on!their!cultural!identities,!which!change!based!on!the!outcome!of!combat.!Over!
time,!the!system!of!agents!evolves!towards!one!of!three!end!states:!unity,!where!all!the!
agents!share!the!same!identity;!stable!diversity,!where!the!agents!are!heterogenous!but!
have!stopped!fighting!one!another!for!a!given!period!of!time;!or!unstable!diversity,!where!
the!model!run!has!proceeded!for!10,000!cycles!without!reaching!a!stable!outcome.!!
!
The!following!description!of!the!IAM!model!will!follow!the!ODD!Protocol!for!documenting!
agentGbased!models!(Railsback!and!Grimm!2011).!
!
Purpose!
!
IAM's!primary!purpose!is!to!investigate!the!effects!of!connectivity!and!identity!cleavages!on!
the!cohesion!of!a!virtual!nationGstate!over!time.!The!mediating!mechanism!is!conflict!
against!aggressive!outgroups,!which!brings!more!similar!groups!together!in!defensive!
alliances.!
!
Entities,!State!Variables,!and!Scales!
!
The!IAM!model’s!entities!are!its!agents!and!its!nations.!!
!
Agents!(or!“turtles”)!represent!political!groups!in!a!modernizing!state!that!have!distinct!
cultural!identities,!such!as!ethnic!groups,!regional!polities,!trade!or!occupational!groups,!
language!groups,!religious!groups,!elites,!commoners,!cityGdwellers,!peasants,!etc.!Each!
agent!is!endowed!with!the!following!variables:!

• ethnicity.!A!binary!string!(e.g.!"100101")!signifying!this!agent's!potentially!unique!
combination!of!identity!and/or!cultural!traits.!For!example,!the!first!digit!could!
signify!"Protestant!or!Catholic,"!the!second!could!be!"DutchGspeaking!or!FrenchG
speaking,"!the!third!could!be!"coastal!or!interior,"!and!so!on.!

• power.!An!integer!signifying!this!agent's!military,!financial,!and/or!political!power,!
to!be!used!in!conflicts!against!other!agents.!

• initial/power.!The!power!this!agent!was!endowed!with!at!the!outset!of!the!
simulation!run.!

• income.!The!set!amount!by!which!this!agent's!power!is!increased!every!turn.!!!
• target.!The!agent!this!agent!is!targeting!in!an!attack.!!!
• ally.!The!agent!this!agent!is!fighting!with!to!defend!against!an!attack.!
• targeted?.!A!binary!signifying!whether!this!agent!is!under!attack.!
• active?!A!binary!signifying!whether!this!agent!has!an!opportunity!to!attack!this!turn.!
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• my/nation.!The!national!group!to!which!this!agent!belongs.!
!!!

Nations!are!invisible!entities!representing!a!collection!of!two!or!more!agents!that!share!the!
same!identity,!as!measured!by!their!ethnicity!bit!strings.!Nations!possess!the!following!
variables:!

• ethnicity.!Same!as!above.!!
• agents.!A!list!of!this!nation's!constituent!agents.!
• national/color.!A!color!shared!by!all!of!this!nation's!constituent!agents.!
• national/power.!The!total!power!controlled!by!all!of!this!nation's!constituent!agents.!!

!
In!addition,!IAM!uses!several!global!variables!to!keep!track!of!important!systemGlevel!
elements!in!the!simulation:!

• color/list.!A!list!of!25!distinct!colors!used!to!distinguish!one!nation!from!another!
during!the!course!of!the!simulation.!

• number/active.!An!integer!tracking!how!many!groups!may!attack!other!groups!in!a!
turn.!Set!to!10%!(rounded!up)!of!the!total!number!of!agents!by!default.!

• aid/ratio.!A!decimal!between!0!and!1!signifying!the!percentage!of!power!an!ally!will!
send!to!a!defender.!Set!to!.5!by!default.!!

• lanchesterGnumber.!A!decimal!between!0!and!1!controlling!the!deadweight!losses!to!
both!parties!in!combat,!signifying!the!destructiveness!of!military!technology.!Set!to!
.1!by!default.!

• winners/take.!A!decimal!between!0!and!1!controlling!the!amount!of!pooled!resources!
collected!by!the!victor!after!combat.!Set!to!.9!by!default.!

• xenophobia/factor.!A!decimal!between!0!and!1!modulating!the!extra!amount!of!
power!granted!to!agents!for!defeating!more!or!less!ethnically!different!targets.!Set!to!
.09!by!default.!

• !average/power/of/system.!The!mean!power!of!all!the!agents!in!the!system.!
• halting/state/counter.!An!integer!counting!how!many!turns!it!has!been!since!an!

agent!was!targeted.!
• ticks.!The!count!of!model!cycles!so!far!in!the!simulation!run.!

!
Process!Overview!and!Scheduling!
!
IAM’s!agents!are!programmed!to!perform!a!number!of!functions!each!turn!that,!in!
aggregate,!generate!complex!patterns!on!the!systemic!level.!This!section!will!describe!the!
order!in!which!these!functions!occur,!and!the!order!in!which!the!model’s!agents!are!
activated!to!execute!them.!More!detailed!descriptions!of!each!bold!function!will!be!
provided!in!the!Submodels!section!to!follow.!
!
Each!cycle,!the!model!runs!through!these!commands!in!this!order:!
!

1. all agents reset their target, attacker, ally, targeted?, 
and active? variables to 0. 

2. all agents add to their power with make-money. 
3. active? agents select who to attack with pick-target, in 

order of power. 
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4. targeted? agents select potential allies with pick-ally, in 
order of power. 

5. active? agents with a valid target attack-target, in order 
of power.  

6. all agents decide which nation they belong to, if any, with 
national-sweep. 

7. if no agent is targeted?, add 1 to halting-state-counter. 
8. if all agents share the same ethnicity, halting-state-

counter = 25, or ticks = 10000, the run ends. 
!
Design!Concepts!
!
This!section!will!describe!the!theories!and!motivating!questions!that!have!gone!into!the!
IAM!model’s!construction,!as!well!as!provide!additional!details!on!how!the!IAM!model!
functions!as!a!complex!system.!
!
! Basic!Principles!
!

Like!TRM,!IAM!is!a!virtual!political!ecosystem!where!polities!compete!to!take!over!
the!system.!The!main!differences!between!the!two!are!that!IAM!is!a!nonGspatial!
network;!it!allows!for!degrees!of!difference!between!agents!in!terms!of!identity;!it!
allows!agent!identities!to!change!over!time;!and!it!allows!for!defensive!alliances!
between!agents.!
!
IAM's!mechanics!engage!with!some!of!the!same!theories!as!TRM,!while!adding!
several!more!from!the!fields!of!social!psychology!and!sociology.!The!most!important!
underlying!concepts!are!constructivist!identity!theory,!which!holds!that!individual!
identities!both!cause,!and!are!subject!to,!political!circumstances,!especially!political!
and/or!violent!conflict!(Anderson,!Posner);!group!threat!theory,!where!ingroups!
will!draw!closer!together!both!politically!and!in!terms!of!identity!in!the!face!of!
threats!from!outgroups!(Tajfel!1974);!and!modernization!theories!of!state!
formation,!which!posit!that!the!nationGstate!is!a!product!of!cascading!changes!in!
technology!and!communication!(Mann!1986).!

!
!! Emergence!

!
The!main!product!to!emerge!from!an!IAM!run!is!some!form!of!nationGstate,!which!
may!be!fully!unified!and!centralized,!decentralized!and!federal,!or!fragmented!and!
wracked!by!internal!conflicts.!The!end!state!of!the!system!is!governed!by!the!
connectivity!between!agents,!the!complexity!level!of!their!individual!identities,!and!
the!number!of!agents!in!the!system.!

!
Adaptation,!Objectives,!Learning!and!Prediction!

!
IAM's!agents!behave!in!a!completely!deterministic!fashion.!There!is!no!opportunity!
for!them!to!choose!between!alternative!behaviors!whatsoever.!!
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Every!agent’s!objective!is!to!as!much!wealth!as!possible!while!imposing!its!
individual!identity!on!the!entirety!of!the!system—to!unify!the!system!under!its!
control,!in!other!words.!Every!agent!behaves!in!exactly!the!same!way!to!move!
towards!this!objective.!

!
Sensing!and!Interaction!
!
TRM’s!agents!have!limited!sensory!capabilities!to!determine!the!best!neighbors!to!
fight.!By!default,!they!target!the!connected!agent!that!is!least!like!them!in!terms!of!
identity,!although!they!will!not!fight!if!an!attack!is!unprofitable!with!a!bonus!from!the!
difference!in!identities!between!the!two!agents!factored!in.!
!
When!they!fight,!each!agent's!power!is!proportionally!reduced!by!the!other's!power,!
modified!by!a!globally!set!lanchester/number!to!account!for!deadweight!losses!to!
combat,!and!those!two!values!are!placed!in!a!spoils!pool.!The!spoils!are!then!divided!
into!a!win/share!and!a!loss/share!depending!on!a!globally!set!winners/take!ratio.!
However,!combat!in!IAM!is!probabilistic,!with!the!chance!of!winning!the!win/share!
based!on!the!power!ratio!between!the!attacker!and!the!defender!(plus!ally's!
contribution,!if!any);!therefore,!an!agent!may!lose!due!to!the!luck!of!the!draw,!even!if!
it!has!a!positive!expectation!of!winning.!A!successful!attack!results!in!the!attacker!
receiving!the!win/share!plus!an!ethnic/bonus!as!outlined!above.!It!may!also!result!in!
the!attacker!imposing!a!portion!of!its!ethnicity!bit!string!on!the!losing!defender.!
!
Agents!also!interact!by!allying!with!one!another!in!the!face!of!a!third!party's!attack.!
When!considering!whether!to!ally!with!a!defender,!a!potential!ally!examines!its!
relative!differences!in!ethnicity!with!the!other!two!parties.!If!it!is!closer!to!the!
attacker,!it!stays!out!of!the!conflict;!if!it!is!closer!to!the!defender,!it!lends!the!
defender!half!of!its!power!for!the!fight!to!come.!A!successful!defense!results!in!the!
defender!receiving!the!win/share,!after!which!the!ally!receives!a!returnGonG
investment!of!half!of!the!defender's!power.!It!may!also!result!in!the!ally!changing!a!
portion!of!its!ethnicity!to!match!the!defender's.!!!

!
Stochasticity!
!
In!IAM,!model!initialization!and!combat!outcomes!are!stochastic.!Initial!agent!
placement!in!the!network,!connections!to!other!agents,!ethnicity!bit!strings,!and!
initial/power!levels!are!randomly!drawn!from!uniform!distributions!bounded!by!the!
user.!Combat!outcomes!are!coin!flips!based!on!the!ratio!of!the!attacker's!power!to!
the!defender's!power,!as!outlined!above.!

!
Collectives!
!
IAM!uses!a!special!data!structure,!the!nation,!to!keep!track!of!collectives!of!agents.!
Nations!do!not!have!any!special!behavior!of!their!own,!however;!they!are!merely!
containers!for!agents!that!share!the!same!ethnicity.!!!
!
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Observation!
!
TRM!measures!a!number!of!important!outcomes,!some!of!which!have!already!been!
discussed!above.!These!include:!

7. Mean!guns!and!butter!rates!for!all!the!agents!in!the!simulation.!!
8. The!percentage!of!agents!in!the!simulation!that!are!fighters.!
9. Standard!deviation!of!wealth!among!the!agents!in!the!simulation.!
10. Percentage!of!agents!in!the!simulation!that!are!hillfolk.!
11. Whether!or!not!the!largest!state!in!the!system!(the!hegemon)!is!hillfolk.!
12. The!total!number!of!different!groups!in!the!simulation.!

!
Model!Controls!and!Initialization!
!
TRM!runs!are!highly!customizable!by!the!user!using!the!following!initialization!options,!
starting!with!agent!controls:!

1. numGofGbands:!controls!the!number!of!agents!in!the!system,!ranging!from!6!to!50.!
2. initialGpowerGmax:!controls!the!initial!distribution!of!power!to!agents,!ranging!from!

1!to!100.!
3. culturalGcomplexity:!controls!the!length!of!each!agent's!ethnicity!bit!string,!ranging!

from!4!to!12.!
And!continuing!to!global!controls:!

1. winnersGtake:!controls!the!percentage!of!the!spoils!pool!won!by!the!victor!of!a!fight,!
ranging!from!.6!to!.9.!Set!to!.9!by!default.!

2. lanchesterGnumber:!controls!the!percentage!of!power!destroyed!in!combat.!Set!to!.1!
by!default.!

!
Subprocesses!
!
As!noted!above,!the!TRM!model!makes!use!of!a!number!of!subprocesses!to!drive!the!
behavior!of!individual!agents.!In!the!following!section!I!will!describe!in!detail!how!these!
and!other!important!behaviors!work.!
!
reset 

1. set the agent's target, attacker, ally, targeted?, and 
active? variables to 0. 

!
make-money 

1. add the agent's income to the agent's power. 
 
pick-target 

1. in order of agent power, find the connected agent that has 
the highest value for compare-ethnicities (is the most 
different from) this agent. 

2. make that agent this agent's potential-target, with ties 
going to the potential target with less power.  
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3. if attacking this agent's potential-target would result in 
a gain in power according to attack-expectation, set this 
agent's target accordingly and set the target's attacker to 
this agent. 

 
pick-ally 

1. if this agent is targeted?, find all connected agents that 
are not active? or targeted? 

2. if this list is not empty, ask the agent on the list with 
the most power to become this agent's ally. 

3. if that agent value for compare-ethnicities is higher for 
the attacker than it is for this agent, set this agent's 
ally to that agent and borrow defensive power according to 
aid-ratio (.5 by default). 

4. if not, repeat with all other potential allies in 
decreasing order of power until an ally is found or the 
list is exhausted. 

 
attack-target 

1. find the expected ethnic-bonus from beating this agent's 
target with ethnic-bonus. 

2. use lanchester-combat to find win-chance, defeat-chance, 
and spoils. 

3. set winners-share to winners-take * spoils. set losers-
share to spoils – winners-share. 

4. if a random float falls under win-chance, this agent wins. 
set this agent's power to win + ethnic-bonus. set target's 
power to losers-share. use victory-celebration to see if 
target changes its ethnicity to come closer to this agent. 

5. if a random float falls over win-chance, the target wins. 
set this agent's power to losers-share. set target's power 
to winners-share. if the target has an ally, use victory-
celebration to see if ally changes its ethnicity to come 
closer to the target. 

6. if the target has an ally, target returns aid-ratio *  
power to the ally, win or lose. 

 
national-sweep 

1. all agents lose their nation, if they have one. 
2. check to see if two or more agents have the same ethnicity 

bit string.  
3. if they do and that nation already exists, put those agents 

back into that nation. If they do but that nation doesn't 
yet exist, start a new nation with those agents as members. 

 
compare-ethnicities 

1. count and return the number of bits in each agent's 
ethnicity bit strings that are identical to one another. 
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attack-expectation 
1. use lanchester-combat to determine the damage dealt by and 

dealt to this agent when attacking its target, as well as 
the spoils (total post-lanchester-combat power of this 
agent and its target). 

2. this agent's win-chance is its post-lanchester-combat power 
divided by the spoils. Its loss-chance is 1 – win-chance.  

3. this agent's winners-share is spoils * winners-take. its 
losers-share is spoils – winners-share.  

4. this agent's expected-value is ((winners-share + ethnic-
bonus) * win-chance) + (losers-share * loss-chance). 

5. if expected-value is greater than power, this agent 
attacks. 

 
lanchester-combat 

1. defender-damage is the power of the target * lanchester-
number. attacker-damage is the power of this agent * 
lanchester-number. 

2. report this agent's power – defender-damage, the target's 
power – attacker-damage, and the spoils (the first two 
numbers added together). 

 
ethnic-bonus 

1. ethnic-proportion is (1 – (compare-ethnicities / ethnic-
dimensions). 

2. report ethnic-proportion * average-power-of-system * 
xenophobia-factor (set to .09 by default). 
  

Celebration 
1. choose a random bit to examine in each agent's ethnicity 

bit strings. 
2. if the two bits are not the same, flip the ally or target's 

bit to match the defender or attacker, respectively. 
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Appendix C. Additional Territorial Resources Model (TRM) Results 
 
!

 

Explanation: Constant has a starting condition of inequality = "maximum." 
Mean starting wealth of turtles at the beginning of each model cycle is ~50. 
Therefore, mean starting wealth higher than 50 indicates that tribes endowed 
with higher than average starting wealth are surviving to the end of the 
model run.  
 

 

 

Table 1: TRM Model OLS Results: Average Starting Wealth of
Tribes After 100 Model Cycles

Dependent variable:

meansw

resourcesd �0.030
(0.066)

inequality”medium” �7.963⇤⇤⇤

(2.747)

resourcesd:inequality”medium” 0.011
(0.093)

Constant 62.471⇤⇤⇤

(1.942)

Observations 220
R2 0.114
Adjusted R2 0.102
Residual Std. Error 10.889 (df = 216)
F Statistic 9.261⇤⇤⇤ (df = 3; 216)

Note:

⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01
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Appendix D. Additional Ideological Alliances Model (IAM) Results 
 

 

 

Table 1: IAM Model OLS Results: Average Wealth in System

Dependent variable:

meanpower

dimensions �28.392⇤⇤

(14.419)

step 0.329⇤⇤⇤

(0.013)

powermax 0.560⇤⇤

(0.250)

agents 11.404⇤⇤⇤

(0.923)

connections 28.320⇤⇤⇤

(3.890)

dimensions:step �0.030⇤⇤⇤

(0.002)

Constant 11.416
(90.247)

Observations 2,700
R2 0.580
Adjusted R2 0.579
Residual Std. Error 559.333 (df = 2693)
F Statistic 619.004⇤⇤⇤ (df = 6; 2693)

Note:

⇤p<0.1; ⇤⇤p<0.05; ⇤⇤⇤p<0.01
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